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Foreword
This report contains the slides of the talks presented at GROSTAT III. This workshop was
held at EURANDOM on September 9 and 10, 1999. The workshop was supported by both
a grant of NWO, the Dutch Science Foundation, and EURANDOM. GROSTAT III was the
third workshop in a series of workshops on applications of Grabner basis methodologies to
statistics. Previous workshops were held in Coventry (1997) and Menton (1998). These
workshops provide a forum for statisticians and algebraists to meet and exchange ideas.

December 1999,
A. Di Bucchianico
G. Pistone
H.P. Wynn
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GROSTAT III

Workshop on Grabner bases and statistics
September 9 and 10, 1999

PROGRAMMEThursday September 9
8.30
9.30 - 9.35

Bus leaves from the Hotel
Opening by Prof. W. van Zwet, scientific director of EURANDOM

Algebraic theory ofDOE
The theme of this section is the state-of-the-art of the application ofalgebraic theory to DOE It also
shows the relevance for applications and tries to bridge the gaps between statisticians, algebraists
and practical users. The speakers are currently working on writing Qasic material on the subject.

09.35 - 10.10 Di Bucchianico/Cohen: Introduction to Grebner bases and DOE
10.10 - 10.20 coffeeltea
10.20 - 11.00 Denteneer:
Improved PCB estimation: design for surface estimation
of DOE
11.00 - 11.20 coffeeltea
11.20 - 12.00 Riccomagno:
A glimpse into the future of nonlinear theory and fans
12.00 - 14.00 Lunch (Van Trierzaal)
Algebraic Theory ofSpecial Designs and Methods
This section is devoted to special applications of the algebraic theory to DOE The emphasis is on
current development ofspecific statistical methodologies.

14.00 - 14.40 BateslGigliolWynn:
14.40 - 14.50 coffeeltea
14.50 - 15.30 Rogantin:
15.30 - 15.50 coffeeltea
15.50 - 16.30 Ye:
16.30- ... coffeeltea

Regression strategies and Grebner

bases

Estimability and resolution for binary factorial fractions
Response surface designs and Grebner bases

Algorithms and Software
Real application of the algebraic theory requires the development of efficient special algorithms
and good interfaces with widely used software. This section is devoted to projects that try to
accomplish this.

16.40 - 17.20 Cohen/Capprotti:
Open Math
18.00 Bus leaves for the hotel
20.00 - ... conference dinner in EI Teatro (3 minutes walking from the hotel)
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Friday September 10
8.45 Bus leaves from the hotel

Algorithms and Software (continued)
Real application of the algebraic theory requires the development of efficient special algorithms
and good interfaces with widely used software. This section is devoted to projects that try to
accomplish this.

09.30 - 10.10 Robbiano/Caboara:
10.10 - 10.20 coffeeltea

Algebraic Tools for Statisticians.

Probability and Statistics
This section is devoted to algebraic theory for probability computations on a finite sample case and
statistical applications.

10.20 - 11.00 Dinwoodie: Conditional Distributions on Integer Data and Grebner Bases
11.00 - 11.20 coffeeltea
11.20 - 12.00 PistonelWyrin:Probabilitycomputations on finite sample space and
applications
12.00 - 14.00 Lunch (PostumuszaaJ)

Differential Algebra, System Theory and Stochastics
This section is devoted to dynamical aspects ofstatistical modelling and design. New problems
appear in the dynamic case such as control/ability, estimabi/ity, identifiability and stochastic
calculus.

14.00 - 14.40 Karcanias:
14.40 14.50 15.30 15.50 16.30 16.40 17.20 17.30 -

Nonlinear Problems in Linear Systems: Grabner Bases and
Global Linearisation Methods

14.50 coffeeltea
15.30 Carra-Ferro: Differential Resultant Systems and Statistics
15.50 coffeeltea
16.30 Margaria:
Structural identifiability for polynomial differential systems
16.40 coffeeltea
17.20 Kendall:
Some reflections on the algebra of stochastic calculus
17.30 coffeeltea
18.00 Conclusion + discussion of future

lL.,,-
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• The importance of Grobner bases for DOE
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Example

What is design of experiments?
Design of Experiments is a general term for a
collection of statistical techniques for systematic
experimentation.
The most important benefits of using design of
experiments are:
• less experiments are needed (time,costs, ... )
• interactions between factors are taken into account
(but: Taguchi thinks that interactions are due to bad modelling)

...

IURANDOM

• chemical production process of vegetable oil
• relevant questions:
- which factors influence yield (e.g., temperature,
pressure, concentration of added acids, choice of
washing liquid, etc.)
- find the "optimal" values of the important factors
(optimal yield or optimal costs or ...)

...

EURANDOM

Screening designs: effects

Main types of experimental designs
• "screening designs"
These designs are used to investigate which
factors are important ("significant").
• "response surface designs"
These designs are used to determine the optimal
settings of the significant factors found after
performing a screening design (see talk by Ye)
N.B. For a "non-standard" example of DOE. see talk by Denteneer

IU~DOM
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How do we determine whether an individual
factor is of importance?
Basic idea: measure the outcome at 2 different
settings of that factor (and do this simultaneously for all
factors)

Scale the settings such that they become the
values + 1 and -1 (reason will become clear later)

...

IURANDOM
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o A design consists of performing measurements at particular
level combinations.

Graphical display

A ron is a measurement at one level combination (runs may
be performed with the same level combination: replications)
o

ab

b

Suppose that there are 3 factors: A and B. We perform 4
measurements with the following settings:

oA_1 andB-I (short:(l»
o

A +1 and B -I (short: a)

o

A -I and B +1 (short: b )

o

A +1 and B +1 (short: ab)

-I

(1)
·1

+1
A

A

IURANDOM

40

60

40

60

-I

-1

35
-I

A

A

In the same way we estimate the effect B:

2 estimates for effect A:
50 - 35

=

l5

and

60 - 40 = 20

y:'(40-35) + \12(60-50)

Combille.bpth estjmates: \12(50-35) + y:'(60-40)
whIch estImate IS superIor?

luAoM
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Interactions
Factors may influence each other. E.g, the
optimal setting of a factor may depend on the
settings of the other factors.
When factors are optimised separately, the
overall result (as function of all factors) may be
suboptimal

....

12
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2

+1

B

40

60

measure~

1

settings

-I

from left to right: measurement settings.
from top to bottom: coefficients of effect estimates.
Example: f<;?r measurement (I), both A and B are set at -I.
Example: A = - (1) + a - b + ab, where small letters denote the
outcomes of the measurements.

The interaction effect AS is the difference
between the estimates for the effect A:
12(60-40) -

12(50-35)

~i"i'_,~ _.
E1III1f
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General set-up

Mathematical model (regression analysis)
• In order to avoid trivialities, assume 3 factors
• We try to fit a linear regression model to the data:

• calculate effects
• factors whose corresponding effect is
"large" are considered to be significant
• being "large" should be a scale-independent
notion
• use variance as universal scale

11III

N.8. The term
is left out, because it has no
practical importance (true for any higher-order interaction)
17
~~~
~; ~.

...

...
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Cross terms and interaction effects

-.-.

.'

Designs with 3 levels (digression)

Cross terms in linear regression models are used
to model interaction effects. E.g., if
y= 3 + 2xA + 4xB + 7 XAXB

2 + 7 x B,
so increase in Y when xA changes, depends on x B'

X A ~xA+1 =>y~y+

Likewise for x B •
This explains the notation AS for the interaction
effect.

...

IURANDOM
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• In response surface designs, 3 levels are
used in order to include quadratic terms
• A factor now has not a single effect
associated to it, but both a linear and a
quadratic effect (corresponding to a linear
and a quadratic term with some correction
to obtain orthogonality).

.4L

19
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Regression parameters

Variances of parameter estimators

• Obtain estimates for the regression
parameters through +/-scheme or equivalently,
through Least Squares
• Obtain estimate for variance

0- 2 through

where X is the design matrix (= matrix of + /-)
20

• Note that estimates
depend on the data
and hence, are random variables
• The variance-covariance matrix of the
random vector is given b y _
• The matrix _
is diagonal, because of
choice -1 and + 1. Hence, parameter
estimates are uncorrelated.

Ai..

21
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Fractional experiments

Significance of factors
• variances are used to have universal scale
• significance of individual factors are judged
by dividing parameter estimates by
(estimated) standard deviation of that
parameter estimate.
• Only at this point an explicit distribution for
the error term E is needed.

...

Often the number ofparameters is too large to
allow a complete 2P design (i.e, all 2P possible
settings -1 and 1 of the p factors).
By performing only a subset ofthe 2P experiments
in a smart way, we can arrange that by performing
relatively few, it is possible to estimate the main
effects and (possibly) 2nd order interactions.

Ai..
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01 =-c
oA=-AC
°B =·BC
oAB~-ABC

With this halffraction (only 4 = Y,.8 experiments) we
see that a number of columns are the same (apart from a minus sign)
and hence, the corresponding parameter estimates are the sae.
We say that these factors are confounded or aliased. In this particular
case we have an ill-chosen fraction, because I and C are confounded.
One of the two best choices here is the following fraction:

01 = ·ABC
oA=-BC
°B =-AC
°AB =-C

Ai..
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Aliasing and group theory
• there exist computational rules for aliases. E.g.,
it follows from A=C that AB = BC. Note that 1
= A.? = B.? = C'? etc. always holds
·The multiplication rules can be cast in terms of
Abelian group theory (going back to Fisher
1942).
• Group theory cannot handle arbitrary fractions in
a unified way.

Ai..

IURANDOM
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Polynomial interpretation
o

Aliasing and polynomials

Let D be the set of design point and let P
the space of polynomials in 3 variables.
Define the inner product

o

o

o

o

o

Estimation 0 parameters can be explained
in terms of projections in P.
Choice of -1 and + 1 makes monomials
orthogonal W.r.t. <,>

AI..

o

..

Algorithms

In order to describe the aliasing structure,
we need a basis for the vector space PII.

o

A set polynomials {g\, ... ,gn} is a Grobner
basis if any polynomial h can be written as

o

where r is unique and cannot be reduced
further (division with remainder -> term
ordering)
EuAoM

Let I be the set of polynomials that are
identically zero on D .

IURANDOM

Aliasing structure
o

fis confounded with g ifj-g=O on D.

~

26
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Aliasing can now be interpreted as
polynomials coinciding when restricted to D.

~,..

Grobner bases can be computed. Original
algorithm by Buchberger (1965)
Algorithms for computing Grobner bases
are available in general purpose software as
Maple or Mathematica. There also exists
dedicated (free!) software: CoCoA (see talk
by Robbiano/Caboara).
29

Conclusion
o

aliasing can be interpreted as polynomials
coinciding when restricted to the design
points

o

Grobner bases can generate the aliasing
structure of arbitrary fractions

o

there are computational tools for Grobner
bases

..

~'fIlIP
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Summary

Improved PCB-inspection:

• Background and application

Design for Surface Estimation
• Other issues
Dee Denteneer
Philips Research-Eindhoven
the Netherlands
Dee.Denteneer@philips.com

• Design issues

• Conclusion
September 9,1999

PCB

Background
• Process control for PCBs

• Measure solder paste deposits

• Typically:
- 1000-5000 on a PCB
- Area: .1-1. mm2 , .1-.2 mm high

• Measure optically

Traditionally

Alternative:

• Local polynomials

• Local polynomials

• Small number of reference points

• Large number of reference points

• Least squares

• Iterated least squares

• Evaluate at target location

• Computational trickery

As in SURFACE ESTIMATION

As in LOESS

Result: illustration

Canonical image

,• Target or 'PAD' location

• Measure empty board

Reference location

• Reduce third quartile
• Reduce outliers

V Vertex or fit-location

Speed up Results

Speed up by preordering

• Actual boards

• For each target location, r,
find closest references, S"

• Search intervals

- Search all references
- Determine search interval at start up

• With and without preordering

• Order (planar) data, ;;r, such that

I:
I

max ;;r(i) - ;;r(j),

# Targets
175

((i,j)ES,

265
450

is small.

Motivation Adaptation

# References

125

(1 )

Without

With

.3
.3
,15
.04

4000 1
4500 1
13000 1
25000 1

Adaptation
• Smoothing parameter: #RefslTarget

• Adapt:
High noise: high bandwidth
Low noise: low bandwidth

• Needed!
• Time restricted, simple approach
Proposal, for each target:
After iteration 1: Compute
C = max{Wd - Wd
max[Wd}

if
Else
Observed interpolated references

(C > .5) iterate as usual
Square distance weights
Fit
Exit

* Wrl

(2)

Evaluation Adaptation

Results Adaptation

~

.

• Reduction in mean RSS: 20%
• Simulated surface:
• Not very sensitive to threshold
• Gaussian noise, contaminated ridges
• To be developed

Design issue 1: Select vertex locations

Design issue 2: Select reference locations:
Select area in bare cupper

• Position
- Regular grid
- KD-tree
- Triangulation methods

• Based on
- Target locations
- Reference locations

KD-tree, based on target locations.

Example Design
Design issue 3: Select reference locations:
A subset of a candidate list
• Select reference closest to target

• Select n-neighbors in Delaunay
triangulation

• Borrow rest

• (Extend to better resolution)
T: Target

o: Reference nearest to target
1 : 1-neighbors of target
2 : 2-neighbors of target

Evaluation Design:

Results Design
R55
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• Example: 3 and 4 neighbors
(32 targets, 1600 Refs, 16 replications)

• Simulation, 16 replications
• Gaussian noise

Muimul'lefJOl'

== optimistic

• Poor resolution

• Vary # targets and # neighbors

• (Neighbours in infinite plane)

Improved resolution: W-opt
Define

Improved resolution:

(Xo, Yo) : Vertex location
(Xi, Yi), i = 1, ... , n : Eglegible locations

• Randomisation

Xi' = (I, xi - xo, Yi - Yo) : row design matrix
eli = «xi -xo)2+(Vi _Yo)2)1/2/ R : relative distance
wi = «(I - el?)+)3 :

• W-opt

distance weights

e E (0. 1)"; Lei = n': Selected locations

- Improved spread

Find e such that
- Improved allocation to vertices
is maximal.
Also; allocate extra points to vertex (x, y) with minimal
~(x,y).

Improved resolution: W-opt

W-opt V5. Random:

examples
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Vertex shrinking Results
Vertex selection-revisited
• Vertex locations 'outside'

• Improve location wrt. reference set

- Optimize:
""(x, y) wrt. (x, y) given e.
- Shrink toward center

800

800

1000

1200

""'"

Vertex shrinking Results
Various boards
Reduction in mean squared error: 88%-90%

Conclusion
• Succesful application
- Extends engineering approach

'T'

I
I
I
I
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- Other surface fitters?

7

• Unresolved new issues
- Adaptivity, also between PCBs
- Design issues

~

j

i

1

'-'-'

• Understand noise process

1400

1800

Grabner bases in Experimental
design

A glimpse into the future of
non linear theory and fans
I

Algebraic Statistics
Eva Riccomagno et at.
EURANDOM
Riccomagno@eurandom.nl

GROSTAT III

EURANDOM 9.9.99
1

Overview
Design:
no replicates
d factors, N points
quantitative/ qualitative
complex in number and structure
D == {a(i) E Qd: i == 1, ... ,N}
Model:

standard linear regression model
interactions
polynomial but not only
y(x) == LaEL (}a xa + c where e.g. c

2

rv

N(O, (}2)

Identifiability

Design matrix: X == [a(i)aL=l, ...,N;aEL

X(f, D)

Given D, which L?
One L (Est T )
A class of Ls (Fan)
Aliasing and confounding structure (NF)
Given L, which D?
stats.pkg (CoCoA)
2d
Linear algebra, random search, L f

3

(D,L i ) i == 1, ...
Factor screening
Statistical analysis
Orthogonal analysis
Mallow's Cp
Akaike criterion
Model order choice criteria
Smootheness criteria
Stepwise regression

4

Design Ideal
D C Qd, Variety, Q[Xl' ... ,Xd] or Q[x]

Ideal(D)

Q[Xl, ... ,Xd] :
f (a( i)) == 0 for i == 1, ... , N}

== {f

E

• ideal
• radical (because no replicates)
• finitely generated (Hilbert basis theorem)
• computable

Exan1.ple
22

== {( ± 1, ± 1) }

(xi - 1), (x§ - 1)

sl(xi - 1) + S2(X§ - 1)

5

The completed design
AFR
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Bidimensional representation of the 3 4 full factorial.
The original designed experiment includes the empty
.circles; -compf'eted- runs··are given by black dots.

The intended design
Ideal corresponding to a 34 experiment

a(a2 -1) = 0
e(e 2 -1) = 0
l(t~ -1}

=0

r(r2 -1) = 0
with the additional equation

(a-1)(e+1)=O
to give points at level a

= 1 or at level e = -1.

Note: Universal. and total. G-bases.

TIle actual design tdeg( r > r > e > a)
DJesId;
~ dlJe+f!l- e -l~

. n?+re+eZ+e,
rle + fe 2 + .rl + Ie ,
r2 e + e - le 2 + r 2 + 12 - Ie - e - 1,
X e3 - e, a3 - a, [3 - I, r 3 - r ,
r 2 la + rIa, r 212 + r 21+ r12 + rl,
12 e2 + l2 e -le2 -le,
2
12 a2 -5/2r 1- 3/2r12 + 1/2r2 a + IjZrla -12 a +
1j2ra 2 + 3j212 e - 1/2r2 ,
-3/2r1 -l/2ra + 1/2fa - 1/2a2 - 3/21e -l/Z! + 1/2,.
rIa2 + 2r21+ r1 2 - rIa" + la 2 - (2 e + rf -Ia + le .,.
r2a2~r21-rtl.+rla·+l2e-r2-rl +la -a2 -Ce-I + 1,..
rz2a+2r 21+rl2 -rla+l2 a -2l2 e+rl-12 -la+21e+1

r

Design ideal and Grabner basis
Monomials: xQ E Q[x] Ex. XfX~X4,

Xl

Term ordering, T: a totally ordering relations
on monon1ials such that 1< x for all a
Q

Examples: tdeg, plex, blocked

f E Q[x], LTr(f)
A finite set G E Q[x] is a Grabner basis of a
polynomial ideal I with respect to T iff

(LTr(f) : f

E

I)

==

6

(LTr(g) : 9

E G)

.- G = {91,' .. , gt} is
iff

< LT(9i)
-

:i

a Grabner Basis

= 1, ... , t >=< LT(I) >

is minimal iff

. LC(9i)

-

= 1 for all

i

is·reduced iff

.. LC(9i) = 1 for all i
. for all terms of gi does NOT belong

to

for all i.

Properties
• There exist a unique reduced Grabner bases
• For f E Q[x] there exist a unique r such
that

f == gEG
L Sgg + r
such that r

·

<7 g for all g

...

T

E G

Quotient space

Q[x]/Ideal(D)

{[f] : f E Q[x] and
[f] = {g : f - 9 E Ideal(D)} }

• Vector space
• Finite
• Given
Est

T,

reduced the Grabner basis, G

{xO:: xO: is not divisible by LT(g) 9 E G}
{xO: : a E L}
Properties of Est

• #Est =#D
• Marginal funct. ty/ order ideal/hierarchical model
• A saturated, linear, identifiable model for D

L Bo:xO:

o:EL

• D 1 C D 2 then Estr(D 1) C Est r (D 2 )
• Computable

•

•••

8

An engine mapping experiment (FORD)
-I

~:CD

§:rn ~:EB· .:

~~ ~
.J

•

•

·1

•

,

~

·1

•

I

~IfJ.. .
Full factorial: quadratic model.
I.m', a3 , e3 , 13 , r 3 ,•

-

Complete design:
I.m ; ea, a3 , e3 I 13 ,

r;

Est:=OrderId(Lm); Est;
r2l2t?, rPa2,r212e, rlt?, r12t?, r212a, r21a2 , rPa2 , r212 ,
rle r1 2e re2 rle2 12 e2 rla r12a r 2a2 rla2 12 a2
" ,
"
'"
'"
2, la2,
r 21, rI2
r:le,
12 e, rt?,
It?, ra, rla,12a,ra
r 2 , rl, 12 ,re, le, e2 , ra, la, a2
r,l, e, a, 1

re,

I

Actual design: tdeg(r > 1 > a > e)
Lm;
ae, e3 , re2, rle, re, a3 ,13 , r3, rla,
r12, l2 e2, 12 a2 , rla2 , ra2 , rZ2a
EstBasis:=Orderld(Lm); EstBasis;
'rl, r12 ,
rla, 12 a, ra~, la2 , 12 e, le1,
2
r, rl, 1 , ra, la, a2, re, le, t? ,
r,l, a, e, 1

ra,

,

Division

f

E Q[x] and gl, ... ,gt E Q[x]

f ==

t

L Sigt

i=l

+ r(x)

Model Confounding
D,

T,

G
Q[x]

h == L cPf3xf3
f3EL'

---+

Q[x]/Ideal(D)

I

[h] == N F(h, G) == L cP~xa == r(x)
aEL

)

h(a(i)) == r(a(i))
Parameter Aliasing
cP~

== linear function (cPa)

9

EXAMPLES

2 2
2
2 2
(p 2,1,0 +p2,3,0 )X 1 2 X2 +p2,0,2 X1 Xa +p2,0,0 X1 +p2,2,0 X1 X2
+ P2,2,2

Xl

+ (P2,0,1

2

+ ( Pl,2,0 + Pa,2,0 ) Xl X2 2
2
2
X1 Xa + (PO,2,I + PO,2,a) X2 Xa

X2 2 Xa 2

+ P2,0,a)

+ Pa,0,2) Xl Xa 2
+ (Pl,l,O + Pa,I,O + Pl,a,O + Pa,a,o) Xl X2
+ (Pl,O,l + Pa,O,l + Pl,O,a + Pa,o,a) Xl Xa
+ (pO,l,l + PO,3,1 + PO,1,3 + PO,3,a) X2 X3
2
+ (PO,1,2 + PO,a,2) X2 Xa + (PO,l,O + po,a,o) X2
+ (Pl,l,2 + Pa,1,2 + Pl,a,2 + p3,a,2) Xl X2 X3 2 + (pl,l,l + P3,1,1
+ Pl,3,1 + P3,3,1 + Pl,1,3 + P3,1,3 + PI,3,3 + P3,3,3) Xl X2 X3
2 2
2
2
+ (P2,l,2 + P2,3,2) X1 X2 X3 + (Pl,2,2 + P3,2,2) Xl X2 X3
+ (P2,1,1 + P2,3,1 + P2,l,3 + P2,3,3) X1 2 X2 X3
+ (Pl,2,1 + P3,2,1 + PI,2,3 + p3,2,3) Xl X2 2 X3
2
2
+ (P2,2,1 + P2,2,3) X1 X2 X3 + (PO,O,I + pO,O,3) X3
2
2 2
.+ (pl,O,O + P3,O,O) Xl + 2 Po,o,o + PO,2,2 X2 X3 + PO,2,O X2
+ (Pl,0,2

+ PO,O,2 X3

2

Algebraic fan

D

Esty(D)
:F ==

{

Esty(D) : T is a term ordering}

• Fan and leaves

• :F is finite
• Computation

Statistical fan
NEZ*+

Q(N, d) == the set of all models with N terms
in d variables and with an order ideal structure
For d == 2, partition of identity.

£(D)

==

{f
N

E Q(N, d) :
==

#D and X(f, D) is invertible}

10

• F(D) C £(D)
• D == {(O, 0), (0, -1), (1,0), (1, 1), (-1, I)}

•
•
•••
Caboara and Robbiano (1997)
• If f E £ (D) and there exists T such that
the term of f are the N smallest terms
W.r.t. T then f E F(D)
• Exan1ple for which £(D)
Full factorial

11

== F(D). Ex.

Minimal fan designs

#F(D) == 1
• Full factorial
• Generalised echelon design
Application in reliability

Maximal fan designs

£(D) == (](N, d)
• Always exist
• A basis of Ideal(D) should be of the type

gd(Xd),Xd-1 - gd-I(Xd) , ... ,Xl - gl(Xd)
with deggd == Nand gj( a( i l )) =I gj( a( i 2 ))
for all pairs of design points and all j ==
1, ... , d - 1 (cfr. Shape Lemma)
""

12

•

2

•

~

•

2

•

1

1•

n

Q.

1

0

2

•
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:;)

•

3

•

2
1•
n
0

•

2

1

4

•
•

•
1

2

•

3
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5

•

0

5

•

..

4
3

•
•

2
1•

(1

3

3

•

4
3
2
1•
n
0

•

2

1

0

•

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 2: Two dimensional maximal fan designs with npoints based on the integer grid n x n
(n = 3, ... ,7).

7e+13

6e+13

5e+13

4e+13 -

t\...
,'0
-

3e+13

~I)
2e+13

le+13

u0

le+08

2e+08

3e+08

4e+08

5e+08

D-optimality

Fan D-optimality

.MEECF
• p == nm where
n == #D
m==#E

• :=: == [0, l]d.
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R0 bUS td eSleR-resu ItS
Number Runs Number Dr - Determlnlnt 0, - D.termlnlnt Dav- Average of The Best
1000 random LH design
of
using random
ullng lilt
of
points
determinants
models
factors

D ,., iJ.

I

0::

3

3

0.5080

HOe3

0.1036

0.5066

0.4053

0.3882

0.5066

2

4

5

0.2813

0.2~8

0.0485

0.2809

0.2048

0.2041

0.2809

2

5

7

0.145G

0.1572

0.0241

0.1467

0.0767

0.0745

0.1467

2

6

11

0.0878

0.0'82

0.0135

0.0802

0.0525

0.0530

0.0802

2

7

15

0.0540

O.OMO

0.0075

0.0452

0.0275

0.0271

0.0452

3

2

3

0.9475

1

0.2638

1

1

1

3

3

6

0.4835

0.5724

0.1163

0.5724

0.1832

0.1402

0.5724

3

4

13

0.2821

0.3488

0.0684

0.3093

0.1917

0.1847

0.3093

3

5

24

0.198

0.2410

0.0454

0.2117

0.0889

0.0683

0.2112

/I~nm D'-,

~

where D, is the determinant of the i-th model. n - number of the runs.
m - number of the models.

00_1

11 1

D

.n·

The Average of The Best of
1000 Random 1000 Random
Latin Hypercube
LH designs
desians

2

. ;=\

.

Average
LH design

m

?;"vD D;

== --_._---1000

.where lJa ,. is the average determinant

Model ideal

(a( i), l'i)

E Design Space x Observation Space

D == {(I, 1), (2, 1), (1, 2)} lex(y > X2 > Xl)

N F == {(-()o + 2Y2 - 3()1 - ()2 - YI)XI +
(-()l - YI + 213 - ()o - 3()2)X2
-()3 + ()o - 212 + 3()1 + 3()2 + 3Yi - 213 }

-YI - Y2 + 313
()l - ()2 == -13 + Y2
()3 - 2e 2 == 2Yi - 213
()o

+ 4()2

==

14

Grabner basis methods for structuring and analysing
complex industrial experiments
Giovanni Pistone
Dipartimento di Matematica, Politecnico di Torino
Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino (Italy)
pistone@calvino.polito.it
tel.: +39 +11 5647550
fax.: +39 +11 5647599
Eva Riccomagno (corresponding author)
Department of Statistics, University of Warwick
Coventry, CV4 7AL (UK)
emr@stats.warwick.ac.uk
tel.: +44 +1203 524630
fax.: +44 +1203 524532
Henry P. Wynn (presenting author)
Department of Statistics, University of Warwick
Coventry, CV4 7AL (UK)
emr@stats.warwick.ac. uk
tel.: +44 + 1203 523625
fax.: +44 + 1203 524532

Grabner basis in Experimental design
Design: D = {a(i) E Qd : i

= 1,.... , N}

Interpolator(s): f E Q[Xl' ... , Xd} S.t. f( a( i))' =
0, i = 1, ... ,. N

Desi@. ide91: {f : f( a(i))

= 0, i

= 1, ... , N}

Quotient space: Q[Xl,.· ..·~ xd]/Ideal(D)
-....-

-..

.

Avector basis OfQ[Xl, ... ,xd]/Id~~(D}: Est =
{ha(x) : a E L}

Regression model: y(x)
R~nses Y

= LaEL'cL f}aha(x)

and X clles]gIl IDatrix

Identifiability: Y

= XB

) -; = (XtX)-1 J0Y

A polynomial model: g(X)E Q[Xt, ... ,xd]
Model confounding: NForm(g, Ideal(D).) = LaE-L ¢ae

.

. 1~~)

-

.

2

~

.

• MODEL AFTER STEPWISE REGRESSION:

Shear =
-29.97 + 282.51 *Binder + 9.58*Steel- 559.13*BiDder2

Intercept
Binder
Steel
Binder:-

Value
Std. Error Tvalue
-29.9731
6.7639 -4.4314
282.5112 58.9834 4.7897
9.5777
1.7206 5.5666
-559.1349 . 126.9370 -4.4048

Pr(>I~)

0.0002
0.0001
0.0000
0.0002

Residualstandard error~· 0.4316 on 22 do!
Multiple R-8quared: 0.8239
F-statistic: 34.32 on 3 and 22 do! the p-value is 1. 784e-008

.

Lead ing tenus
RegSS (h)

a~

e~

0.01
ax
0.14
P
0.80

0.01
ax 3
0.20

adx
0.02
x3
0.21

0.44

cflx

dx 3

$4

1.01

1.07

LI0

a
7.46

til
8.79

0.00
'it 2

.-

-

..

dx
3.76

dx~

5.09

-

00

-

..

cfJ

0.13
ax'l
0.50
a2 x
1.29
_...

---

..

ex
0.14
ad0.55

e
2.56

x

d

26.09

27.55

oo~t

Thtal

633.63

722.64.

___ - __._.0_-

~

Table 9: Case study: contributions to RegSS

,

Figure: Observed vs. Fitted Values
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YJgVe: Relationship between Binder and Steel and
the fitted values for Shear
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Qualitative Factors
• The given design is

Design:=

100 0 100
1 000 0 ~ 0
o 100 100
0 1 0 0 0 1 0
o 0 100 1 0
o0 1 0 0 0 1
000 100 1

• Est = {I, XS, X7, X6, X4, X3, X2}
• Grabner Basis:
Ideal(xs+x6 +X7+ X S -1, Xl +X2 +X3 +X41,xs2 - Xs, X7 X S, X6 X S, X4 X S, X3. X S, X2 X S, x 72 X7, X6 X 7, X4 X 7 -

X4, X3 X 7

+ X4 -

X7, X2 X 7,

x~ -

X6, X4 X 6, X3 X 6- X 3- X 4+ X 7, X2 X 6+ X 3+ X 4- X 6X7,

x~ -

X4, X3X4, X2X4,

1

x~

-

X3, X2X3, x§ -

X2)

DOING STATISTICS

1. Y

=

XrB + €
Xr

xa
2. Try to choose
want

T

E

= {x a }

estr(D) , x

D

in order to favour terms you

3. Two-stage procedures:
(a) Screening
(b) Favour

E

. BLOCKING
Al 0

... 0

o A2

• ..

o

... A k

0

• plexbetween blocks
• tdeg within blocks

0

ORDER
"Graded" ordering

Theorem:
For all graded orderings
~{xa E

.

~s

same

Est I deg(x a) = s}

Look at 3 more· closely:

We can sequentially build up designs one point
at a time and we add one term to Est at a time
~
Estr (D n+1 ) -.r
Estr(D n)

This is the basis for fast alghoritms.

Abstract (2)
In particular the indicator function provides information about:

Abstract (1)

Estimability and resolution

Each fraction F of a factorial design is characterIzed by the ANOVA representation of Its polynomial indicator function F. Moreover it is known
that lists of estimable functions Est,,(F) on the
fraction are provided using Grobner basis theory.

for binary factorial fractions
Many statistical properties of binary factorial fractions can be easily detected by Inspecting F and
Est.. (F).

Maria Piera Rogantin
Department of Mathematics
Unlversit~ di Genova

• regularity (or, if the fraction is not regular,
about the smallest regular fraction containing
It);

• projectlvlty;
• orthogonality between simple or interaction
terms;

• a basis of orthogonal terms for F, if there
exists.

In the set Est..(F) are contained informations
about:

• aliasing between simple or interaction terms

• maximal resolution.

Notations
An example: a fraction, FR' of a 2 9 design

it is built form a Hadamard matrix of order 16
[H16.5 in Hall (1961)]
cfr. Sun &. Wu, 1993
1 1
1 1
1
1
1 1
1 -1
1 -1
1 -1
1 -1
-1
1
-1
1
-1 1
-1
1
-1 -1
-1 -1
-1 -1
-1 -1

1 1 1
1 1 -1
-1 -1
1
-1 -1 -1
1
1 -1
1 -1 -1
-1
1 1
-1 1 -1
1 -1
1
1 -1 -1
-1
1
1
-1 1 -1
1 1 1
1 1 -1
-1 -1
1
-1 -1 -1

9 factors

1
-1
1
-1
-1
1 1
1 -1
-1
1
-1 -1
1 1
-1
1
1 -1
-1 1 -1
1 -1
1
-1 -1
1
1 1 -1

1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
1

1
-1
1
-1
-1

• V is the set of the points of full factorial design, e.g. {-1, l}m
• F is the set of the points of the fraction, F C;;
V (no restrictions)

1. Indicator function of :F
If A is a point in V, the indicator function F of
F w.r.t. V is a V-reduced polynomial such that:

F(A)

11
-1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1
-1

• Xl,X2, ... X m are the simple factors of the design

• P Is the set of parts of {1, ... ,m}
• Cl

={

1
0

if
if

AEF
A E V\F

characterizing the Ideal of F as:

=

1(F)
{ F2 - F E

Ideal(X?-1, ... ,X~-1,F-1)
Ideal (V)
(2)

=

niEl Xi is the interaction between the
factors with indices In 1, 1 E P; It order is #1
(Cl could be also a simple factor)

The indicator function can be represented by

(4)
• if 1 and J are indices In P then t:. is the "symmetrical difference" (exclusive or):
1t:.J=(IUJ)-(InJ)

16 runs
Note:

(P,t:.)

~

({-l,l}m,x)

as a group

Indicator function and statistical properties:
• Relations between the coefficients of the
indicator function:

A simple or interaction term Cj is a contrast
on F, that is ~AEFCj(A)
0, If and only if

=

bj =0
bj

= E

bJ bIllJ

JE'P

• Two simple or Interaction terms Cj and CJ
are mutuallY orthogonal on F, that is
~AE.1·Cj(A) CJ(A)
0, if and only if

[implied by (2) and (4»)

=

• Relations between the coefficients of the
indicator function and the points of F:

bjL:>J = 0
• A simple or interaction term C/ is aliased

bj

= 2..
E
m
2

Cj(A)

AEF

[as {Cj}jE'P is an orthonormal set]
In particular: b0 is the ratio between the cardinality of the fraction F and the cardinality
of the full design V:
b0

=

with the general mean 1 if and only if the
corresponding coefficient bj is, In absolute value,
equal to b0
• A fraction F Is regular if and only If all the
non-null coefficients of its indicator function
are equal in absolute value:

#F
2m

• The resolution of the fraction is at least the
smallest length of the indices I, I
0, of the
non-null bj's

t=

• the Interaction terms C12, C13 and C14 are
orthogonal w.r.t. the simple terms and they
are mutually orthogonal (the "smallest" Index
of non-null coefficients is 156)

• 1 = C1234 = CS678 = C1234S678
that is: the smallest regular fraction containing it is defined by these relations

• the fraction has resolution at least 3

..

,

'g

0159

8
8
-8
8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
8
8
-8
8

6157

0,,,

8
·8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
8
-8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8

...,
....
...,
6178
6 189

b",

"'"
0",
"'"
0",

0358

"",
0,.,
bn.

....

6 457

b...

0..,

bnB

b"

8

16

12)4

61257
b12~

61267
01268
6 1279

6 1289
01351
61358
61359
01367

01368
01369

6145 9
610169
01419

"'"'.....,
01489

"'..,
"'"'."..,
"'"'..,
"""
"".....
"'....,
"'..,
":2l79
&'457

":l.S9

b:J.. n

-.
8
8

8
-8
8
8
-8
-8
8
8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
8
8
8
-8
8
-8
8
8
8
8

123S6
bt2357
~2368
012369

612378
6oU')79
612456

b124sa
612467
612469

&t2"78
612489

b,.....
O13olsa
6 1 3459
613467
013478

bt3A79

bl56n

"',,,.
bt6789

":23457

"'....
"'...,
......
~30459

8
-8
8

12S6l't
6 125689
6135789
bU6789

8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
-8
8
8
8
8
-8

~

6145679
0145689
6145789

6146789

~3S679
~3S6&9

&'35789
bo:l3619t
&.!45789

~.6789
11:345679
b:s450689
--~23S689

8
8
8
-8
-8
8

~3478
6,300189

61235189
61245619
01245789
bt345689
bU46789
b:2:MS619

":l346769
U34S678

11:26789
11:35679
bJS789
6.tST89

~618

- -

Note that:
- the smallest order of non-null coefficients Is 3
- the coefficients bS678. bS678 and b1234S678 equal
to b0
- the "smallest" (lexicographically) Index of nonnull coefficients is 156

Let F be a fraction with n points, (j a term ordering and Est"
{Cj s.t. IE B,,} (#B"
n).

2. Estu(F): a basis of the vector
space Q[Xl,". , X m ] / I(F)
Let F be a fraction, I(F) be Its Ideal, (j be a term
ordering and 9 be a (j-Grebner basis of I(F). We
denote by Est,,(F) the set of terms which are
not divisible by any of the leading terms of the
Grebner basis 9.

Est,,(F) is a basis of the vector space
• the fraction Is not regular

~

8
8

Est,,(F) and statistical properties:

Statistical properties of the previous fraction
found by the indicator function:

• the simple factors are contrast and they are
mutually orthogonal (there are no coefficients
of order 1 and 2)

Coefficients of the indicator function of F H
mUltiplied by 2 9 (=512)

=

=

• For any ( j and the corresponding B" the saturated model

is identifIable

• Maximal resolution.
Let (j be the DegRevLex ordering (DRL).
Let 8 the maximal order of interaction terms
such that all the terms of that order belong
to EstORL. Then the fraction has resolution
at least 28
1.
Moreover, If the DRL-Normal Form of all the
interaction terms of order 8 + 1 does not contain any term of lower order, the fraction F
has maximal resolution 28 + 2, otherwise Its
maximal resolution Is 28
1.

+

+

The fraction l'H has resolution 3 and not 4
• the terms of order lower or equal to 1
are In EstVRL

EstVRL

=

{1,Cl,C2,C3,C4,Cs,C6,Cr, C s , C9,
C29, C39, C 4 9, C 69, Cr9, CS9}

~met~rW;~ ~?7b~~~rma.frf order 2 aliased
0'2
ou
C 14

CIS
C18

Cu
C18

Cl'
023
024

~

0,,+0"+F'+,~,02 ·Ao'+J~'

lOt -Ie..
-los 106 ie, -lCe + !Cg
!cs
G.,+!Cs-!C6-!C;+!C,
1
1
!ea - jOlt + lOs + iCe + lOr + .iG, - ie,
c,., +039+049 +05 - Oe - 07 - (,:.
en + C., + ~Cl - lC, - t0 3 - 10.
2C6t + On + Ca9 + tOt - t~ - f03 - ~C.
20M + Crt + C., +
!C2 - 3/203
+ en + ~Cl - jC2 - jC3 - tOol!
-!~ + !C39
+ +
-O.g +
+ !ClI + iOT + iCe

011

• 00RL (:F) the set of mutually orthogonal terms
In EstORL(1')

• 0(1') a maximal set of mutually orthogonal
terms of l'
• we say that 0(1') is a "hierarchic set" (or
standard set) if TEO and T' divides T then
T' E 0 (by its very nature EstORL<:F) is a
hierarchic set)
Questions

t~+~+~+!~-r-~+I~-t~

'os

+ + lC6 + 201 + :lP'
c." -lOJ. + S/4C. + i 0 + iCa + t~
+ los -lOll + tOT - to.
034
-On + C89 + tel + !ei' - tOJ + to.
~ ~+t~+I~-~-~
1
c. te" + to" + e<l9 + JOs - iCli - 5/407 - iC' + ,G9
On
029 + los -ICe - tOT + tCe
~ jCa+t~+~-!~-~-!~-!~+~
045 On + OJ' + C.9 + lOs - ~C6 - tar to.
046
102' - 1039 - 105 + lC6 - 107 + lOa + to,
0 47
IC 39 + lcs +1c6 -lc7 - tCa + 209
0.. 029 + 039 + 049 + !Cs - !C6 - ~C7 - iCe
056 !Cl + !C2 + ~C3 - !C4
OS7
-C69 - 079 + '201 + ~C2 + ~C3 + ~C4
026

-039

On

-t029 - 1039 -

C2tl

039

7

oJ

tc" -

g: g:: t g~: t t;:.;~~~C!~3c; !.CC4
0 67
C68
078

Notations and definitions

+ + +
+ + +
+ !C1 + lc) - lC4

C69
C89
~Cl !C2 - ~C3 - ~04
-C69 - C19
!Cl
!C2 ~C3 ~C4

~Cl

From the point of view of a general methodology of fractional factorial designs, it is remarkable
that the framework derived from the regular case
cannot be applied to non regular fractions.

• what is #O(1')?

=

• when #0(1')
n?
i.e. 0(1') Is a basis of Q[X ll ... ,Xm ) /1(1')?
• when 0(1') is a hierarchic set?
• which relations between previous Questions and
resolution and indicator function?

+

Examples: fractions of a 2 5 design
1'1,1'2,1'3 and 1'4 have 16 points (b0
1's has 12 points (b0 = 3/8).

• what is #OORL(1')?

Next examples show that the number of identifiable terms with uncorrelated estimators depend
neither on the resolution nor on the number of the
non null coefficients bI but only on the "form" of
their indices.

= 1/2),

2. Let1'2 be the fraction whose Indicator function Is
1 1
1
1
1
F2
'2+4 C123+ C1234+ C123S- C1234S
4
4
4

=

{1, ell C2' C3, C4, Cs,

{1,Cl,C2,C3,C4,CS,
C l4 , C1S, C24, C2S, C 34 , C3S, C4S,
C14S, C24S, C34S}
Resolution: it is equal to 3.

Resolution: It Is at least 5 (all the terms of
order 2 are in EStORL(1'2)). The fraction
has not resolution 6; in fact there exists a
confounding relation betweenln1:eraction.
of order 3 and lower terms: 1 + C4 + Cs C 4S - 2 C123
O.

=

Orthogonality: a maximal subset of EstORL<1'2)
with mutually orthogonal terms has 13 elements:
00RL(1'2)

Orthogonality: the elements of EstORL<1'l)
are all mutually orthogonal.

=

{1, Cl, C2, C3' C 4 , Cs,

C12, C13, C14, C1S, C23,
C24,C2S,C34,C3S,C4S}

Here cr is DevRevLex.

1. Let1'l be the regular fraction whose Indicator
function is

3. Let1'3 be the fraction whose indicator function Is
1 1
1
1
1
F3
'2+4 C123+ C124+ C12S- C1234S
4
4
4
We have:

=

C24,C2S,C34 ,C3S,C4S}
Resolution: it is equal to 5: all the terms of
order 2 are in EstORL(1'3) and there exist
confounding relations between interactions
of order 3 and lower terms.
Orthogonality: a maximal subset of EstORL(1'3)
with mutually orthogonal terms has g elements:
{1,Cl,C2,C3,C4,CS,

{1,Cl,C2,C3,C4,CS'
C14, C1S, C24, C2S, C34, C3S, C4S}

A set of 16 mutually orthogonal terms (not
restricted to EstORL (1'2)) is:

0(1'2)

C12, Cl3, C14, C1S, C23,

= 00RL (1'2) U {C14S, C24S, C34S}

C34, C3S, C4S}
A set of 16 mutually orthogonal terms Is:

0(1'3)

=

00RL<1'3) U {C134,C13S,
C14S, C234, C23S, C24S, C34S}

4. Let F4 be the fraction whose Indicator func-

tion is
F4 = ~+~
2 4
We have:

C123+~4 C124+~4 C1235-~4 C1245

5. Let F5 be the fraction whose indicator function is
3
1
F5 = 8 + 8 (C123 - C124 + C125 + C134

{1, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5,

+ C345 + C1234 + C1235

+C1245 + C1345 + C2345)
We have:

C25, C34, C35, C45, C345}
EstORL (F5)
Resolution: it is equal to 3: all the terms of
order 1 are In EstORL (F4) and there exist
confounding relations between Interactions
of order 2 and simple terms.
Orthogonality a maximal subset of EstORL(F4)
with mutually orthogonal terms has 12 elements:
0DRL(F4) =

{l,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,

{1, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5,
C 15 , C24, C25, C34, C35, C 45 }

.1'2

1 2
1{2

h

.1'3

1/2

F.

1{2

:Fs

3 8

Indices of b[
bl #'- 0

EstORL

I#,-0
123
123,1234,
1235,12345
123,124,
125,12345
123,124,
1235,1245
all # -3,4

all # < 1
all #:5 2

reso
lu
tion
3
5

1. terms
In ~st
0.(.1")
16
13

total
0(.1')
16
16

all #:5 2

5

9

16

all #:5 1

3

12

16

all #< 1

3

6

6

Resolution: it is equal to 3: all the terms of
order 1 are in EstDRL (F4) and there exist
confounding relations between Interactions
of order 2 and simple terms.

In the first four examples the maximal set of orthogonal terms has cardinality equal to the number of points, i.e. it is a basis of the vector space

Orthogonality: a maximal subset of EstORL(F5)
with mutually orthogonal terms has 6 elements:

We notice that the setsO(F3) and O(F4) are not
"hierarchic sets" , that is not all the terms dividing
the terms of 0 are in O. In other words there exist
no term ordering T whose Est,. contains either
O(F3) or O(F4)'

C15, C25, C34, C35, C45, C345}

A set of 16 mutually orthogonal terms is:

be

-C l35 - C14S - C234 - C235

+C245
Cl3, C 14, C 15, C 23 , C24,

Summary of these examples:

0DRL(F5)

= {1,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5 }

Q / J(Fi)'

and this Is a maximal set of orthogonal
terms.

A last example: a Plackett-Burman
fraction of a 26 design (b0
3/16)

References
on factorial design and Grabner bases

=
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1
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1
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1
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{1,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5 ,C6 ,
C26, C36, C45, C46, C23, C56}
Resolution: it i5 equal to 3 (all the terms of order 1 are in EstORL(FpB) and there exist confounding relations between interactions of order 2 and simple terms).
Orthogonality: a maximal subset of EstDRL(FpB)
with mutually orthogonal terms has 7 elements:
ODRL(FpB) = {1,Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6}
and this is a maximal set of orthogonal terms.

An open problem
for non regular fractions
Let Q(F) be the subgroup of (P, 6) generated by
the set of the non-null coefficients of the Indicator
function.

• what about Q(F) and Its cardinality?

• which relation between #Q(F) and #O(F)?

In the previous examples, in the fractions:
- F5 of a 2 s design
- FPB of a 2 6 design
the set Q(F) Is P.
These are fractions where:
- b0 is not of the form 2-P
- #O(F) is not n
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Geometric aliasing, Generalized defining
relations, and Grabner basis: A New Look at
Multi-level Factorial Designs

Alias structure of regular two-level fractional
factorial design can be described by its generating relations.
A 2 6 - 2 fractional factorial design
A
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1

Kenny Ye
Department of Applied Math and Statistics
State University of New York at Stony Brook

GROSTAT III
Workshop on Grbner bases and statistics
September 9, 1999

B
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
-1

C
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1

D
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
-1

E
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1

F
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1

Generating relation: D=-AB, E=BC, F=ABC

2

1

3 4 - 2 fractional factorial design
ABC
000

D
0

1

2

o

1

022 1
101 1
1 120
120 2
2 0 2 2
210 1

Three level fractional factorial design can also
be generated by a set of generating relations.
However, those generating relations reveal little about alias structure of the design.

2

2

1

0

Generating relation: C = A

A

3

+ 2B(mod3)

+ B(mod3),

D =

4

The L18 orthogonal design

x Yl Y2 Y3 Y4 Ys Y6 Y7
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 2 1 1 2 2 3 3
1 2 2 2 3 3
1 1
1 2 3 3 1 1 2 2
1 3 1 2 1 3 2 3
1 3 2 3 2 1 3 1
1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2
2 1 1 3 3 2 2 1
2 1 2 1 1 3 3 2
2 1 3 2 2 1 1 3
2 2 2 3 1 2 1 3
2 2 3 1 2 3 2 1
2 3 1 3 2 3 1 2
2 3 2 1 3 1 2 3
2 3 3 2 1 2 3 1

Popular mixed-level design such as L18 can
not be generated by generating relations and
its alias structure are complex and was hardly
studied.

6

5

Response surface method: Fit the model with
a polynomial of contrasts
Contrasts decomposition of three level Designs:
Yo. Yl. Y2: observation a level 0, 1 and 2.

Linear effect: Y2 - YO
Quadratic Effect: Yo

+ Y2 -

2Yl

7

Contrasts matrix of the 3 4 - 2 fractional factorial design:
Al
-1
-1
-1
0
0
0
1
1
1

Aq
-1
-1
-1

2
2
2
-1
-1
-1

BI
-1
0
1
-1
0
1
-1
0
1

Bq
-1

2
-1
-1

2
-1
-1

2
-1

CI
-1
0
1
0
1
-1
1
-1
0

Cq D I D q
-1

2
-1

2
-1
-1
-1
-1

2

-1
1
0
0
-1
1
1
0
-1

-1
-1

2
2
-1
-1
-1

2
-1

8

Solution: Grabner basis of Contrast matrix
Two goals

+

• define the aliasing structure of such designs
and response surface method

• find a simple representation for the aliasing
structure

A~
A q - 2,
A[A q - A[,
AS - 1/3A q - 2/3,
Bq
B q - 2,
B[Bq - B[,
Bt - 1/3Bq - 2/3,
C q +3/4B[A[ +3/4B[A q +3/4Bq A[ -1/4Bq A
C[
3/4BZA Z -1/4B ZA q -1/4Bq AZ -1/4Bq A q
D q - 3/4BZAZ
3/4BZA q - 3/4Bq AZ -1/4Bq Ac
D[
3/4BZA z
1/4BZA q -1/4Bq A Z 1/4Bq A

+

+
+

+
+

+

10

9

Find a base for generalized defining relations
Predictors Xl, X2,···, X p are said to be geometrically aliased if they are linearly dependent.
Particularly, contrasts associated with an experimental design are said to be geometrically
aliased if they are linearly dependent.
All the geometric aliasing relations of the contrasts consists an ideal.

11

Theorem: Consider a full factorial design
OA(n, sis~
sin), where n = nr=l Si, Si is the
number of levels of factor Xi.
Le t {X1.,Cl' X l.,C2' . .. , X;'" csi-1 } be Si - 1 contrasts
O f factor X·l and X·l, ca = 1. The vectors

...

{Xl ,col X2 ,cQ2 ,,·Xmc
' am ,O:SQi:SSi- 1}
consists an orthogonal basis in Rn.
Xl ,co X2 ,co ... X m 'co = 1 are contrasts.

All but

12

Corollary: Let D be a design with m factors.
Suppose the first l columns is an orthogonal
array with strength l. The contrasts of next
m -I factors are the linear combinations of the
main contrasts of the first 1 factors and their
interactions.

Are generalized defining relations sufficient for
describing the ideal of geometric aliasing?
Answer: yes. Under certain monomial ordering, they consists the Grabner basis of the contrast matrix.

14

13

Example: contrasts of 3 4 design
Define U = A ® B. where ® is the Kronecker
product.

A=

1

1

0
0

0
0 -1
0 -1
0

0

0

1

0

1

0

,B =

[~

0
1

0

n

U=

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1 0
0 -1 0

2

fractional factorial

0
0 0
0 0
0
1
0 1
0 0 -1
1 0
0
-1 0
0
0
0 0
0
0 0

Under this ordering. CIDI

>-

1

1

0 -1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AIAqBIDI. CICqDI

A1AqCIDI'

15

16

>-

Let D be the design as in Corollary and V
be its contrast matrix. Let monomial ordering as defined by U. Let Gi be the reduced
Grabner basis of the contrast matrix of factor
Xi: \ti = [Xi "1, Xi 2,"', Xi ,8-1]
under Graded
~
reverse lexicographic ordering, for i = 1,2,"', [.

Let gij = Xij - Iij, where Iij is the defining relation of Xij for i = [

+ 1, "', m.

Then

Xl,"', Xl' The two kinds polynomials generates the ideal that contains all the geometric

) (m
8--1 {
})
Ui=l Gi U U i =l+l Uj~l gij

_ (I

G -

The reduce Grabner basis contains two kind
of elements. One is the order-2 terms of contrasts of factor Xi as linear combination of
main contrasts of Xi for i :s; l. The other
is the defining relations of main contrasts of
Xi, i ~ [+ 1 as linear combinations of main
contrasts and interaction contrasts of factors

is the reduced Grabner basis of leV) under the
defined monomial ordering.

aliasing.

18
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Applications #1: model isomorphic of 3 3 - 1
fractional factorial design

=

=

Two designs, C
A+B(mod3) and C
-AB(mod3) are isomorphic in combinatorial sense.
But they are model non-isomorphic. This is
recently discovered by examining their design
efficiency (S.W. Cheng, 1998). But I found it
independently using Grabner basis method.

19

Grabner basis of 3 3 - 1 with C = -A-B(mod3):

+

A~ A q - 2,
AIAq - AI,
A~ - 1/3A q - 2/3,
B q +Bq -2,
BIBq - BI'
B{ - 1/3Bq - 2/3,
C q - 3/2AIBI
1/2A q B q ,
CI - 1/ 2A IB q - 1/2A q B I

+

20

Grabner basis of 3 3 - 1 with C = A

+ B(mod3):

A~ +Aq - 2,
AIAq - AI,
A~ - 1/3Aq - 2/3,
B q +Bq - 2,
BIBq - B l ,
Bf - 1/3Bq - 2/3,
Cq +3/4BIAI +3/4BIAq +3/4Bq A I -1/4Bq A q ,
C l +3/4BIAI -1/4BIAq -1/4Bq A I -1/4Bq A q

Application #2: L18
An already known but not well known result:
Interactions between x and Y1 are not in the
defining relations of factors Y3 to Y7. this means
that x and Y1 interaction is not confounded
with any of the main contrasts.

22
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Grabner basis of the contrast matrix of L18:
x -1,
- y
- 2,
y y +y ,
y
1/3y - 2/3,
y - y - 2,
y y +y ,
y
1/3y - 2/3,
y - 3/8xy y
3/8y y
5/8xy y
3/8y y - 1/2xy
-3/8xy y
3/8y y
1/8xy y - 1/8y y
1/2xy ,
y - 3/8xy y
3/8y y
1/8xy y - 1/8y Y
1/2xy
+1/8xy y - 1/8y y - 5/24xy y - 1/8y y
1/6xy ,
y
3/4xy y
3/4y y - 1/2xy y - 1/2xy - 1/4xy y
+1/4y y
1/2xy ,
y - 1/4xy y
1/4y y
1/2xy - 1/4xy y - 1/4y Y
+1/6xy y
1/6xy ,
y - 3/8xy y - 9/8y y - 3/8xy y
3/8y y - 3/8xy Y
+3/8y y - 3/8xy y - 1/8y y ,
y - 3/8xy y
3/8y y - 3/8xy y - 1/8y y
1/8xy Y
+3/8y y
1/8xy y - 1/8y y ,
y - 3/4xy y - 3/4y Y - 3/4xy Y
1/4y Y ,
Y - 3/4xy Y
1/4y Y
1/4xy Y
1/4y Y ,
Y
3/4xy y
1/4xy Y
xy
3/4y y
1/4y Y ,
y
3/4y y
1/4y Y - 1/4xy Y - 1/12xy y - 1/3xy
y

Current and future research:

+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

• list of specified aliasing relations

+

+

+
+
+

• classify model isomorphic of 3 4 - 2 and larger
design

+

+
+

+

+
+

• other mixed-level designs

+
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Cohen/Caprotti: GROSTAT III talk on
OpenMath
OpenMath is an ideal ingredient for an integrated environment combining systems for
computer algebra and for proof checking.
OpenMath consists of
•
•
•
•
•

a formal grammar for mathematical (so-called) OpenMath objects,
their encodings (e.g., in XML),
Content Dictionaries (e.g., for fixing the context),
Phrasebooks (for interfacing with applications)
additional files (e.g., for signatures, for defining mathematical properties, for
display features), and
• other tools (e.g., LaTeX to OpenMath translators).

The OpenMath standard allows to integrate computational systems of different kind.
In the talk, we showed how OpenMath works and went into future applications.

See

http://www.wil1.tlJ.e.nll-amc/oz/QmJindex.html
for further information on OpenMath.
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Computing Ideals of Points t t
J. ABBOTT', A. BIGATTI', M. KREUZER", AND L. ROBBIANO'
• Department of Mathcmatic.~, Uniller.~ity of Gen01Ul, /tIlly
Department of Mathematic ..., Uni1Jersity of Ilegen."burg, Germany

(Ueceillcd
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May 1999)

w~ address t.he pl'Ohl('m of compnt.ing ideals of polynomials which vanish at
a finitc Sf't. of point.s. In pa.rticular we dcvf'lop a modular Huchh(,l'g('r-MoJlN
algorit,hm, b('st suited for the computat.ion ovC'r Q, and study its ("ompl('xity; t.h('n
w(' cif'scrihe a variant. for t.he comput.ation of idf'als of projl'ctive point.s, which
11.~CS a direct. approach a.nd a new st.opping critf'rion, The dCRcrihcd a.lgorithms
arc implem<>ntNi in ChCh\, and we report. som<> ('xpcrimcntal timings.

1. Introduction
The easiest geometric object in affine or projective space is a single rational poiut. It
has no senets, in particular its defining ideal, i.e. the set of all the polynomials which
vanish at the point, is straightforward to describe. Namely, for an affiue poillt with
coordinates (al,'" , an), the corresponding ideal is p = (XI - al, . .. , Xn - a,,); while for
a projective poiut with coordinates (ao : '" : an), the correspondiug homogeneous ideal
is <:p = (aix, - alXi, ... , aiXn - a"x;) for any i such that ai '" U. But obviously the
matter becomes more complicated if we want the algebraic descriptiou of the vallishing
ideal of a fillite set of points. Let K be a field, aud let A'!c alld Il',( dellote respectively
the n-dimensional affine and projective spaces over K. Then let X:= {PI,.'" P.• } be a
finite set of S ratiollal points, that is points havillg coordinates in the field K. Why are
we interested in the defiuing ideal I(X)? And how do we compute it?
We answer the first question by listillg just a few examples we kllow of where ideals of
poiuts have been used ill differellt fields of mathematics.
1) They encode fUlldamental properties of algebraic varieties of which they are lillear
sections (see for illstallce Geramita et al. (1993) and the referellces indicated there).
2) They are the basis for illterpolatioll problems of numerical allalysis (see "loeller
(1998)).
3) They are used in codillg theory (see Sakata (1998)).
4) They have been recently introduced iuto the realm of statistics, where fillite sets of
points are called desiglls and fractions (see Robbiallo (1998)).
Partially
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As to the second question, we observe that I(X) =
I(P,), hence there is an obvious answer: it is possible to use a well-known bypmduct of Buchberger's Algorithm to
compute the intersection. However, this appmach is not efficient from the computatiollal
point of view and to remedy this an algorithm (called BM-algoritillu) of low complexity was presellted in Buchberger alld Maller (1982); moreover, this algorithm has good
performance (see for installce Marinari et al. (1993)). Several generali%ations have sillce
ueen proposed for instance to tIle cases of points with multiplicity, alld of points described by differential conditiolls. A variant for determining a minimal set of generators
in the pmjective case has ueen given in Cioffi (1998).
So what is left to do? The inneasillg demand for stmng computatiollal tools, in particular in statistics, pushed us to illvestigate the pmblem fmm several points of view.
First of all, previous complexity analyses refelTed to a model where the cost of operations in the uase field is cOllstant, uut experience has shown that this is inappmpriate,
for instance, when the uase field is Qi. So the first achievement of this paper is a modular
BM-alf/01'ithm, a variant of the classical one, where we use a modular technique to tame
the pmulem of coefficient growth. Our allalysis of complexity given in Section 4 takes
into account the varying cost of field operations, and agrees with experimental evidence.
Another important matter we address is that of points in projective space. If X, the
set of points, resides in pmjective space then tile task of efficiently computing a Grauner
uasis of I(X) is more complicated. Let us see where the difficulties arise. Assume that
the polynomial ring is K[xo, ... , x"j and suppose that the hyperplane Xo = 0 does not
meet X. Then it is well-known that we may proceed uy considering the affine space
given uy Xo = 1. We compute a Grabner basis G of the ideal cOlTesponding to tIle affine
image of X with respect to some degree compatible term ordering, and then hOlllogeni%e
the elements of G to get a Grabner basis of I(X) with respect to a DegRevLex-type
term ordering having Xo as smallest indeterminate. Now one has to lise a variant of the
FGLM-algorithm to obtain the Grabner basis with respect to the desired term ordering.
But what happens if Xo = 0 meets X? The usual suggestion is to perform a suitable
linear change of coordinates to achieve that pmperty. Then compute a Griibller basis as
described above of the transformed points, and finally reconstruct the Griibner basis for
I(X). This approach was studied in Marinari et al. (1993).
Greater care is needed if the projective space is over a finite field. In this case it is
clear that a finite set of points can meet every hyperplane, so that no Iillear change of
coordinates is available to do the trick. A way around this obstacle could be to COlisider
a field extelision K(o) of the base field K, work in K(o)[xo, ... ,x"j, and then come
back to K. This approach is clearly more demanding fmm the computational point of
view.

These considerations suggest looking for a direct approach which avoids any change of
coordinates. Indeed in Marinari et al. (1993) such a variant of the classical BM-algorithm
was suggested. The main difficulty is that, unlike for the affine case, in the pmjective
ra,o;;;e ideals of poiuts are one dimensional, so that there is a need of
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efficient stopping

criterion. Unfortunately the key Lemma 12.1 ill their paper is flawed and admits counterexamples (e.g. see Example 3.7). Our Section 3 is entirely devoted to the discussion of
the projective case. In particular we iutmduce a well behaved stoppillg criterion, which
relies ou combinatorial tools (see Theorem 3.10).
At this point the reader presumably wants to see some practical achievemeuts of our
work. All the algorithms described iu this paper have been implemented in CbCbA 3.6
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(available from http://cocoa.dima.unige.it). Some experimental data based on our
implementations are reported in section 5.
In the paper we use repeatedly the notion of Grobner basis. Needless to say this is
now one of the main ingredients in Computational Algebra. The layout of the theory
of Grobner bases can be found in the original papers by Buchberger inserted in the
bibliography.

THEOREM 2.2. Algorithm C .top. afte,' finitely many .tep•. It ,"dum. the "educed (JG"obne,' ba.is G of the ideal I of all polynomials vanishing on X = {P"
, p,}, and
the list of powe,' p1'Oduct. Q who.e "esidue classes f017,. a K -basis of K[x"
, xn]1 I.

2. A Modular Version of the Classical Buchberger-Moller Algorithm

With only a slight change, Algorithm C call also yield the separators fi of the points
Pi, i.e. polynomials such that f, (P,) = 1 alld f, (Pj) = 0 whenever i '" j. To do this
replace step C2 by the following:

Let us recall the classical version of the Buchberger-Moller Algorithm, as introduced ill
the paper Buchberger and Moller (1982). We are given a set of points X = {PI,"" p,}
in an n-dimensional affine space An over a field K via their coordinates, i.e. we have s
tuples Pi = (1''''''' ,1',..) E Kn. Our goal is to compute the ideal I of all polynomials
in K[x" ... , x n ] which vallish at all points of X.
REMARK 2.1. Here we explain precisely what we lUean by "row reduction" in a matrix.
The most impOl'tant aspect is that an ordering must be imposed 011 the columns of the
matrix: the most natural is left-to-right, and by permuting the columns we may assume
that this is indeed the chosen ordering. In a matrix M we say that a row whose first nonzero element occurs in column c is a reducer fOf colunlll c; a zero row is not a reducer
for any colunlll. In Algorithm C below the matrix M is constructed so that every row
is a reducer, and no column has more than one associated reducer. A row vector may
then be reduced against M by repeatellly subtracting suitable multiples of the reducers
ill M to kill the first nOli-zero element ill the vector. The process ellds when the vector
becomes zero or when there is no reducer in M for the column in which the first nOli-zero
entry lies.
Algorithm C: Classical Buchberger-Moller Algorithm
Let K be a field, let n 2:: I, let (J be a ten" orde'l'i'ft!l on the /JOwe,' p'l'Oducts ']]'" of
K[x" ... ,xnJ, and let Pi = (p,I,"',Pin) E Kn for i = 1, ... ,s. Consider thcfollowing
sequence of inst'l'Uctians.

=[

=[

=

Cl Start with empty lists G
J, Q
J, S '" [ J, a list L [I], and a mat'lla'
M = (m,j) ove,' K, with s columns and initially zero I'OWS,
C2 If L = [ I, "etum the pair [G, QI and stop. Othenoise, choose the power p'l'Oduet
t = min. (L). the smallest accOl'ding to the IJrdnln!l (J. Dc/etc t fl'Om L.
C3 Compute the evaluation vecto,' (t(Ptl, ... , tIp,)) E J(", and ,'educe it against the
rows of M to obtain

('01, ... ,0,) = (t(Ptl, ... ,t(P,)) - Lai(m"""'''''i,')

e"l''''

ai E K

,0,,) = (0, ... ,0) then append the polynomial t - E, a,s, to /,he list G.
whe'l'C s, i. the i,h elemwt of S. Remove fmm L all mu/tiplt,s of t. Continue wdh
step C2.
C5 If (VI, ... , v,,) '" (0, ... , 0), then add (VI" .. , '0,,) as a new,'OW to M, and t - E, a,s,
as a new element to S, Append the powe,', product t to Q, and add to L those
elements of {Xlt, ... ,x n !} which a'l'e neithe,' mu/tiplfs of an clement of L nO'i' of
LT.(G). Cont';nue with step C2.

C4 If

PROOF. See Marinari et al. (1993).

o

C2 bis If L = [ J, "educe M to an idenWy matTl7: by 1'OW opemtions mimickin!l these
'ow ope1'Otions on the elements of S, and thcn retum the t'iple [G, Q, SI and stop.
Ot/te"wise, choose the powe,' p1'Oduet t = min.(L) and delcte it, from L.
COROLLARY 2.3. Algorithm C with step C2 bis adddionally computes a set of sepamtor's
fa" the points P,; these sepamto,'s a're "edueed with "espeet to the G,'obne'l' basis G.
P'WOI·'. Observe that throughout Algorithm C the matrix M and list S are related as
follows: row i of M is just (.,(P,), s,(P2 ), •.. , si(p,ll where s, is the i lh element of
the list S. Moreover, the last time step C2 bis is elitered M is a non-singular s x s
matrix. The linear combinations of the rows of M yielding the identity matrix clearly
also convert the elements of S into separators.
0
Conceptually, Algorithm C can be split illto two principal tasks: determinillg the quotient basis Q (and implicitly LT(G)), and then computing G from LT(G) by linear
algebra.
Algorithm C works well when the field J( is finite but is less well-suited to the case
J(
IQ1 where growth of the entries of M becomes a problem. For this reason we present
a modular version of the algorithm: a commonly used paradigm for avoiding intermediate
expression swell. Before describillg the algorithm we recall some useful facts.
The Chinese Remainder AlgOl'ithm (CRA) converts a collection of residue-modulus
pairs {r, mod Pi : i = 1,2" .. , e} into a single number R such that R == 1', (mod 1',)
for all i provided the moduli Pi are pairwise coprime. R is determined uniquely modulo
Pi. In particular, if the 'ri are kllown to be the residues of some integer bounded in
absolute value by B then the integer value can be determined trivially from R provided
1', > 2B.
A rational number can also be recovered from its image modulo a sufficiently large
modulus. There are two ways to do this. If we can compute a multiple of its denominator
then we can clear the denominator and find the integral numerator as above. Otherwise,
if no (reasonable) multiple of the denominator is known then we can use the rational
recovery algorithm of Wang 1'1. al. (1982) which was later refined in Collins and Encarnaci6n (1995). Applying either of these approaches when the modulus is 1I0t big enollgh
will producE' some "meaniugless" rational Ilumoer (or a waruiug that no suitable rational
exists),
The question of how many primes to use can be resolved in two ways: determine a
pl'ior'i bounds 011 the Humerators and denominators and then deduce how many primps

=

n;
n;

to use, or speculatively recover the rationals after iucludillg information froll1 each prime
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and check whet he.. the ..esult is co....ect. The second approach is useful when no good
bound is available ami the ..esult can easily be checked for conectness; this is the method
we use.

PROOf". Fi..st we claim that l' cannot divide the (minimal) denominato.. of D. Conside.. the computation over Q. The mat..ix M built up du..ing Algo..ithm C is just a
triangularization of the matrix E whose rows a..e the evaluation vecto..s of the quotient

REMARK 2.4. The main loop of the algorithm has repeatedly to select a new prime l'
for the modular computation, but the prime has to be suitable. The conditions l' is to
satis(y are:
1) l' must be different from the primes chosen so far;
2) the coordinates of the points 1'.1, ... ,1'., should have reductions modulo 1', i.e. the
prime l' must not divide any of their denominators;
3) the ..eductions PI, ... , P.• E n<; should be pairwise distinct points.

det(M) == ± det(E), and by clearing denominators in the rows of E we see that l' does
not divide the (minimal) denominator of det(E}, thus proving the claim. Note that in
the spedal case whe..e 1'." ... ,1'., E
we have D E Z.
Furthermo..e, by Cramer's ..ule we see that the solution ;J;, to any linear system foil;J;, == Ii.
has least common denominator not divisibile by l' whenever the least common denominator of Ii. is not divisibile by p. This implies that l' does not divide the least common
denominato.. of any element of G (no.. of any separator).
First we show that LT(G) == LT(G p ) if and only if D to 0 mod p. Now LT(G) ==
LT(G p) if and only if Q == Qp whe..e Q are Qp are the respective quotient bases since
Q uniquely determines LT(G) and vice versa. Now, Q and Qp will diffe.. only if the
reduction in step C3 produces a zero vecto.. modulo l' whe..e a non-zero vector was
obtained over Q, and this implies that modulo l' there is a linear dependency amongst
the rows of M, i.e. D == 0 mod p.
Now we show that LT(G) == LT(Gp ) if and only if G == G p mod p. Since the elements
of G and G p a..e monic, the reverse implication is trivial. So suppose that LT( G) ==
LT(G p ). Then necessarily Q == Qp, and G is obtained from LT(G) by representing
the evaluation vectors of each element of LT( G) as a linear combination of the rows of
E. Gp is obtained analogously. Now we have just seen that each element of G can be
reduced modulo p. This gives a representation modulo l' of the evaluation vector of some
element of LT(G) as a linear combination of the rows of E p (the matrix whose rows are
the evaluation vectors modulo l' of the quotient basis), but E p is invertible modulo 1',
so the representation is unique, and thus coincides with an element of G p •
0

basis; moreover the reuuctioJl to triangular forIll is achieved via a \lllilllOduIar matrix. So

Algorithm M: Modular Version of the Buchberger-Moller Algorithm
Let n ~ 1, let <T be a te1Tn o"ler,ny on Tn, and let Pi
i == 1, ... , $. Comide,' the followin9 $equenee of in.t7'lletion•.

== (1'>1, ... ,Pm) E iQ!n fo,.

Ml Let Q == [J, G == [J and Gm == [J be empty li.t., and let 'Ill == 1.
M2 Pick a new p"ime numbe,' l' (.ee Rema1·k 2.4).
M3 Apply Alyo,·it!l71, C (the da"'ical Buchbe,ye1··Molle,. AI!Jo,.ith7ll) to K == IFp and the
.et of point. {PI, ... ,P.,}, whe"e Pi == (P,I, ... ,Pin) E n<; i. the "eduction of Pi.
Denote the ,·e.ult by [G p,Qpl.
M4 Compan Qp with Q (.ee Rema"k 2.5). If Q i. better than Qp then continue with
.tep M2. If Qp i. better than Q then "eplace Q by Qp, .et 'Ill equal to 1', put G p
in G m , then continue with .tep M2.
M5 At thi. point we have Qp == Q. Replace 'Ill by mp. Update G m by combinin!J it with
G p u.iny CRA. Pe,/o,.m mtional 1'eeovery on G m with modulv.:; 'Ill, and call the
1-e.ult G'.
M6 If G' i G then "eplaee G by G' and continue with .tep M2.
M7 Now G' == G. Check whethe,' all polynomials in G vani.h at all point. of the .et
{PI,' .. ,P,}. If they do not, !JO back to .tep M2. Othe,·wi.e 1'€tum [G, QI and .top.

REMARK 2.5. The list Q constructed lly Algorithm C is generated in increasing order
with respect to <T, amI always contains exactly " power products at the end of the
algorithm. If we have two such lists Q == [ql, q2, ...1 ami Q' == [If~, q~, ... I, we say that
Q is better than Q' if for some index j we have qi == q: for i == 1, 2, ... ,j - 1 and
II, <. Ifj. The idea behind this definition is that the only way for the computation
modulo l' to go wrong is to obtain a zero vector after the reduction in step C3 when the
same computation over K == Q would not have found a zero vector at that point, and
in this case the corresponding power product t is missing from Qp. We justify this idea
in Lemma 2.6.
LEMMA 2.6. Let 1'." .. . , 1'., E iQ!" be di.t·inct point•. Let G be the a"vbner ba.i. p"odueed
by applyin9 Algorithm Cove,' the field Q to the.e po·int., and let D be the detenn'i,,,,nt
of the matd,: M ju.t befo"e the al!Jo,·ithm tenninated. Let l' be a 1"'i7lle which doc. not
div'ide any denominato,' appeurin!J in the point., and Ict G p be t.he a"obner b".i. produced
by applyin!J Algorithm Cove,' the field IFp to the 1/WI/"IM ,·eduction. of the point•. Then
G == G p mod l' if and only if D to 0 mod p.

zn

TIIEOREM 2.7. Algorithm M .tops afte,' finitely many .tep•. It returm the "educed <Tarobne,' ba.·i. G of the vani.hin!1 ideal I of X == {PI,
,I'.,} and a Ii.t of powe,' p,vducts
Q who.e ,·e.idue e1"..es fom, a K -ba.i. of K[XI,
, xnl/ I.
PIlOOF. We shall prove termination and correctness together. Let [G', Q'l denote the
result Algorithm C would have produced given the same input, and let M' be the final
value of the matrix used there (but not returned).
In step M3 we can have Qp i Q' only finitely many times since by Lemma 2.6 it
implies that l' divides det(M'). Furthermore, once a prime hiLS been found for which
Qp == Q' then in Algorithm M we will have Q == Q' ever after.
Algorithm M cannot return with Q' i Q. For suppose we manage to reach step M7
with Q' i Q. Then G contaius an element, 9, with leading term outside LT( G'), hence
!I itself lies outside the ideal generated by G' , aud consequently the verification will fail.
So we will eventually pick a prime l' with Qp == Q' .
Now assume that Q' == Q. Any prime for which Qp i Q' will be discarded by step
M4; so assume also that Qp == Q' . By Lemma 2.6 we must also have G == G p mod p.
Hence once we have Q == Q' , then G m in step M5 will be the reduction modulo 'fII of
G, and so for sufficiently large 'Ill the rational recovery will yield G, at which point the
verification in step M7 will succeed.
0
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COItOLLAllY 2.8. Algorithm M can easily be adapted to compute thc sepamt01's as well
(using the variant 0/ Algorithm C).
PItOOF. Note that the final verification in step M7 must check the values at each point
of both the GriilJller basis elements and the separators.
Recall that the separators are obtained by representing the vectors (1,0,0,0, ... ),
(0,1,0,0, ... ), etc., as linear combinations of the evaluation vectors of the quotient basis.
Now it is easy to extend the proof of Theorem 2.7.
0
3. Computing the Ideal of Points in Projective Spaces
Here we describe the direct approach, as promised in the introduction. In the affine
case, the ideal of a set of points is O-dimensional, and hence the algorithm works on
a finite set of power products. In the projective case, the ideal of a set of points is 1dimensional, so we do not have an "obvious" way to deduce when the computation of
the Griibner basis is completed.
The first step towards a stopping criterion comes from the theory of Hilbert functions of
sets of points in 11''' . We recall some definitions and results (see Mora ami Robbiano (1993)
and Geramita et al. (1993».
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 04= K[xo, . .. , x n!' let I be a homogeneous ideal in A. The Hilbert
function of A/I is defined as HAil: N ---> N with HAII(d) = dim,dA/lk
TIIEOIU,M 3.2. (Hilbert Function)
Let X = {P" ... ,P,} beaseto/ K-mtionalpo'intsin 11'/(, and let I ~ A = K[xo, ... ,xnJ
be the homogeneous vanishi"g ideal 0/ X.

1) The1'e exists a 2: -1 such that HAII(d) < H A II(d+l) /or'allil $ a, a"d HAII(d) =
s for' all d > ".
Inp",.tiwla1·, since HAI/(O)
1, he have HAII(d) s /0'" all d2: .-1.
2) For' arty ter". orde1in!l (f on A we have HAil = HA/1:r.(l)'

=

=

DEFINITION 3.3. For X = {P" ... , P,} a set of K -rational points in 11'7" we define ax
to be the integer a of Theorem 3.2.
.
In the following proposition we use a term ordering (f of Xo -DegRevLex type, meaning
a degree compatible term ordering IT such that if t,t' E 11'''+1, deg(t) = deg(t'), Xo
does not divide t, and Xo divides t', then t > f f t'. Consequently, for a term ordering of
xo-DegRevLex type, if Xo I LT ff(f), then Xo I /.
PROPOSITION 3.4. (Simple Stopping Criterion)
Let X ~ 1I'j'( be a set 0/ K -mtional points with homogeneous vanishi"fl ideal I ~ .4 =
K[xo, ... , x"l. Suppose that the hypc1plane H = Z (xo) eonta'ins no puint u/ X, and that
the te171! 01'l1ering IT is of Xo -DegRevLex type. Then the leadinf/ lem' idml LT ff(l) is
gcnemted in def/1'ees $ ax + 2.
PROOF. First we show that there is an isomorphism (A/LT.(I))ad' ..... (A/LT"(I))a/+2
defined by the multiplication by Xo, This follows from the fact that the two vector
spaces have the same dimension and Xo is not a 'l.ero-divisor modulo LT ff(l), as Wt'
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have remarked above. Now the proof of the proposition proceeds in the nsual way.
If / E LTff (I)"d3, we can write / = I:;~o x,f, with /0,"" /" E 04".,+2' By what
we just saw, we can write /, = Xo!h + hi with !Ii E 04""+1 and hi E LTff (I),,: +2 .
Then f = Xo L:~::::o X,ll, + L::~o x 1 hi implies Xo L:~o I,ll, E LT 0" (l)a,~+3, and therefore
L~=oX'!/i E LTff (l)a,+2' Altogether, / E A, LT ff (l)ax+2 proves the claim.
0
Our next examples show that this stopping criterion fails in general.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Considerthe set of6 points X = {to, 2, 5), (0, 1,2), (1, 3,1), (4, 3, 4), (2, 5, 4),
(1,4,4)} in II'~. The values ofits Hilbert function are 1, 3, 6, 6, .... Hence ax = 1, there
are separators for all 6 points in degree d for each d 2: 2, and I is generated in degrees
$ 3. However, if (f = DegRevLex, the leading term ideal of I is (xyz,xz2,yz2,z3,xy3).
Thus there is one Griibner basis elements in degree 4 > "X + 2. This failure depends on
the fact that Xo divides ,ero modulo I. Indeed two points are on the line Xo = O.
EXAMPLE 3.6. Consider the set of 5 points X = {(4, 1, 1), (5, 2, -1), (85, 4,1), (455,8, -1),
(4369,16, I)} in II'~. The values of its Hilbert functions are 1,3,5,5, .... Thus ax = 1
again, but using (f = DegLex we conclude from LTff(l) = (x 2 ,XZ 2 , xy2,yS) that there is
an element in the reduced (f-Griibner basis of I of degree 5. This failure depends on the
fact that (f is not of Xo -DegRevLex type.
The example below shows that during the execution of the algorithm the fact that the
Hilbert function attains its maximum in some degree does not imply that the Griibner
basis is complete (or nearly complete). In particular it shows that tbe key Lemma 12.1
of Marinari et al. (1993) is incorrect.
EXAMPLE 3.7. Consider the set of 15 points X = {(n,'Tn, l)}n,mE{-I.o",2j \ {(2,2, I)} in

II'~. The values of its Hilbert function are 1,3,6,10,13,15,15, .... We have that H( 5)

=

15, there is no generator of LT
(I) in degree 5, and the generators of degree < 5
generate an ideal of dimension 1 (projective dimension 0). But there is another generator
of the ideal in degree 6. In fact, the ideal I is minimally generated by {y' - 2;q3 Z _y2 Z2 +
2yz3, x· - 2x 3Z - x 2 Z2

+ 2xz 3,

x 3y 3

-

x 3yz2 - x;q3 z2

+ xyz·}.

So we need some better tool in order to construct an efficient stopping criterion.
DEFINITION 3.8. Let 1I'~+1 be the set of power products in K[xo, ... ,x,,] of degree d.
Two power products t, t' are called connected in Q ~ lI'~+' if there is a sequence of
power products to, t" ... , t, E Q with to t and t, t' such that for i
1, ... , ,. there
exist 0, {3 E {O, ... , n} such that ti =
The intuitive meaning of this notion is
that one can pass from one power product in the sequence to the next by replacing one
indeterminate by allot Iter one.
We can speak of connected components in Q which are clearly disjoint. A connected
component of a power prOlluct t is empty if t 't Q.
For example, in lQ[x,y,z], let Q:= {x3,X2z,xz2,yz2,y3}. In Q we have that x 3 is
cOllnected to yz2, a sequeuce is x3,X2z,XZ2,yz2. The power product y3 is cOllllected
only to itself.

=
"_:,;T" .

LE~IMA

=

=

3.9. (Disconnection Lemma)

Let J be II monu"'ial ideal i" 04:= K[xo, ... ,x,,] and
Suppuse Owt the1'e e':'ists dEN such thllt:

Q,

:= 11';'+'

\.1,

fur' ev",.y {, E N.

•
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Qd is divisible by x,;
3) H A/;(6) ::: s fo,' all 0 ::: d.
Then H A/ J (6) = s fOl' all 6 ::: d.

Let K be a fidd, let n ::: 1, let (J be ate,..,,, o,del'iny on the monoid ']['n+ I of /)o"Wel'
pmduets of K[xo, ... ,xnJ, and let P, = (1',0 : '" : Pin) E lI'n(K) f"" i = 1,.",s,
Consider the followin!! sequence of instmetions,

= [], Q = [], S = [], a list L = [1], a matr"ix 111 = (m,j)
ove,' K with s columns and initially zem mws, and with d = 0,
CP2 If the function StoppingCriterion(Q) defined above yidds TRUE then n:tum the
pail' [G, QJ and stop. Othe,wise inclwse d by one, ,'eset 111 to be a mat,'ix over
K with zel'o rvws and s columns, I"CSet Q = [ J, and let L be the list of all powel'
plvducts of dey,"Ce d which al"C not multiples of a leadin!! powel' plvduct (W,I',t, (J)
of an dement of G,
CP3 If L is empty, yo to step CP2; othel'wise choose the powel' pmduct t = mill.(L)
and "Cflwve it fmm L.
CP4 Compute the evaluation vect",' (t(P,), .. " t(p,)) E K", and I'educe it a!!ainst the
mws of M, to obtain
CPl Sta,'t with empty lists G

PROOF. Let C i be the conllected componellt of x~ in Qd' It is empty ollly if x~ E J. By
hypothesis (2) these cOlllpollellts are distinct, hellce disjoint, therefore ~~;o ICil $ s,
First we prove that (I) alld (2) imply Q. ~ U:':ox~-dCi for all 6 ~ d:
Let J' be the ideal gellerated by J d U Co U . ' , U C n . Obviously JI contaills all x~,
hellce J; = ']['~+ I for all 6 ~ d (ill particular for all 6 ::: (n + l)d).
Now we prove that for each i we have {xo, ... , xu} ,Ci ~ J U x,C, , Namely, if t E C"
thell t ' = ~ is either in J or in Ci , beillg cOllllected to t in Qd' From this we have

.'j' E
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s;

2) f01' all i E {O, 1" .. , n}, eve,y powe,' p,oduct in the connedcd component of x~ in

Xj' t =Xi

IU

JUx,Ci .

Therefore J~+l = Jd+l u(Ui{xo, ... ,xn}C,) equals Jd+l U(U i x,C,), alld by illductioll
it easily follows that .I; = .I, U (U. x~-dCi) for all 6 ::: d. This mealls that Q" the
complement of J" is all contained in Ui x~-dCi for all 6 ~ d,
Now we prove that IQ,I = s for all 6::: d:
Let b ~ d, From what we have proved alld hypothesis (3) it follows ~~;o IC.I :::
IQ.I ::: s alld therefore ~:':o IC,I = s, which implies Qd = U~;o C, Thus.l~ = ']['"+1
alld thell .I; = ']['~+I for all 6::: d, hellce Q, ~ U~;o x~-dC, fOl all 6> d,
This alld hypothesis (3) imply IQ,I = s for all 6::: d, which is exacly wlmt we wallted
to prove.
0

(VI,""

v,,) = (t(P, )" .. , t(p,)) -

L a,(m""", m",)

ai E K

CP 5 If COl, ,, , ,0,,) = (0, ... ,0) then append the polynomial t -

~i a, Si to the list G,
whe'e s, is the it" clement of the list S. Cont'inue with step CP3.
CP6 If Co" ... ,0,,) # (0, ... ,0) then add (v" ... ,0,,) as a new row to AI and t-~, a,s,
as a new dement to S. Append the pOWel'lJ7vduct t to Q. Continue with step CP3.

REMAIU( 3.11. The value Q retul'Iled by Algorithm CP is Ilormally of little utility; we
retul'Il it only to sitllpli(y the ellullciatioll of Algorithm MP (below).

Tm;UJlEM 3,10. (Stopping criterioll)

lI'7"

let I be the Iwmo!!eneous vanishiny ideal of

TIlEOllEM 3,12, Algorithm CP stops after finitely many sl,eps and 'retums the I'educed
(J -G"oblle,' basis G of the !wf/w!!encuus vanish'in!! ideal I of X = {PI"'" p,}.

1) HA/VJ'.(l)(d) equals the numbel' of points in X,
2) fOI' all i, evelY pown' pmduct in the connected component of x~ in ']['~+' \ LT. (I)

PROOF. First we show finiteuess of the algorithm: iu particular we prove that the algoritillu uever goes beyoud degree s. From the coustruction it is clear that the nllIllber of
power products iu the list Q at the end of processiug some degree d is just HAII(d).
From Theorem 3.2.1 we have that HA//(d) = s for all degrees d::: s -1. Let us consider
the case d = ". We have seeu that there are precisely s power products of degree s
iu Q, that is couditiou (1) of the stoppiug criteriou. Also conditioll (2) is satisfied: If a
power product t is connected to
in Q I we have X t It, since otherwi:;;e any COHnectjoll
between x; aud t would pass through at least one power product exactly divided by
x; for every j = 0, , , ,s, hence through at least s + 1 power products ill Q. Helice the
Stoppiug Criteriou applies.
To show correctuess we prove that LT.(I) is gellerated by LT.(G). COlIsi<ler the end
of step CP2. The new list L coutaills all power prodllcts of degree d which are uot ill
the ideal geuerated by LT.(G), Sillce by constmctioll all elemellts of G vanish 011 X,
we have G ~ I, heuce LT.(G) ~ LT"(I). We have alreally remarked that the uumber
of power products iu the list Q at the eud of processiug some degree d is just HAl I (d),
Therefore HAI(I;r.(G)) = HAil' This implies that H A/(I;I'.(G))
HAl 11I·.(J)' whieh,
together with LT.(G) ~ LT.(I), yields the desired coudusiou.
0

Let X be a set of K -lUtional points in

X, and let (J be a teIT" ""derinfJ on A

=K[xo, ... , x n]. Assur"e that U,el'e eX'ists d such

that

is divisible by Xi.
Then the clements of the leduced (J-GI'obne,' basis of I have dC'!I'ees :$ d.

PROOF. Let s be the number of poiuts iu X aud let .I be the ideal generated by the
leadiug power products of the elemeuts of the reduced (J-Grabner basis of J of degree
$d. We waut to prove J=LT.(I),
Applyiug Theorem 3.2 to our hypothesis, we have
H AIJ(6) ::: H A /l;I'.(J)(o)

= H AI/(6)

= s

for all

6::: d

= =

Heuce, by Lemma 3,9, we have H A/ J (6)
s
H A I I (6) for all 6::: d alld thell H AIJ(6) =
H A/l;r.(J)(6) for all 6 E N. This aud the fact that .J ~ LT.(I) imply .J = LT.(I). 0

Based ou this theorem we defiue the functiou StoppingCriterion(Q) which returns
"TRUE" ouly if Q coutaius s elemeuts of maximal degree d aud the cOlluected componeuts of every
iu Q satisfy couditioll (2).

xt

x:

The followillg example shows that the stoppiug criteriou is uot always optimal.
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Conside.. the set of points X = {(I, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1,0), (1, I,D)} in
IP~. The leading te..m ideal w.... t. u = DegRevLex of its homogeneous vanishing ideal [
is LT .(1) = (yz, x 2 ). In deg..ee 2, the stopping c..ite..ion is not satisfied, because z2 is
connected to xy via [z2, xz, xyJ. In deg..ee 3, the stopping c..ite..ion is satisfied, but the..e
is no new u-G ..obne.. basis element in that deg..ee.
DI,FINITIUN 3.14. Let A = K[xo, ... , x n ], let [;be a homogeneous ideal in A, and let
~ IP n (K) be a set of K-..ationalpoints. A homogeneous polynomial
f E A is called a separator of !'" if f(!'.) i 0 and f(!,)) = 0 fo.. j i i. A separato..
of minimal deg..ee is also called a minimal separator.

X = {Pt, ... ,!,,}

REMARK 3.15. As earlier for Algorithm C we may easily adapt Algorithm CP to compute
sepa..ators. The initial value for d in step CPl should be -1 to handle correctly the case
of just a single input point. In step CP6 we must additionally use the newly added row
to bring M into ..educed row echelon form. Then in step CP2 once the stopping c..ite..ion
has been fulfilled we obtain the separators as a subset of the list S: if row i in M contains
exactly one non-zero ent..y, in column j say, then 'j is a separator fo.. the point !'j; if
there are several separato..s for the same point, we take the one of lowest degree. In this
way we get miuimal separators.
Algorithm MP: Modula.. Ve..sion of the Projective Buchbe..ge..-Moller Algorithm
This is ident'iml to Algorithm M ej:cept a",t it mils Algorithm CP in step MP3 whe"e
Algorithm C wus mlled 'in stcp M3.

TIlEOIlEM 3.16. Algorithm MP stops afte,' finitely many steps. It "etums the "edueed
u - G"vb,,",' basis G of the vani.hing ideal [ of X = {Pt, ... , !'.,} .
PROOF. This is entirely analogous to the proof of Theo..em 2.7.

o

COROLLAItY 3.17. Algorithm MP can be adapted to compute the sepm'lLtors as well (us';ng the variant of Algorithm CP described in Rema,k 3.15).
PItOUI". The adaptation is straightfo..wa..d, as for Algorithm 11, except for two points
which do not arise in the affine case. Tile projective separators are defined only up
to multiplication by a non-zero field element. So that the separators can be recove..ed
from their modular images we must eliminate this ambiguity: we do this by scaling the
separators so that they evaluate to 1 at their own points.
The other matte.. is that of ..ecognising "bad" separators. It is possible that the minimal
separator modulo p of some point has lower deg..ee than the minimal separator over
iQl. In such a case the "false modula.. image" must be discarded as it would otherwise
inhibit recovery of the separators over iQl. One wasteful approach is to compare the
degrees of the separators for the "current p..ime" with the degrees of tI,e sepa..ators built
up by Chinese Remaindering: if some separator modulo p has degree lower than the
corresponding lifted separator then disca..d all information from that prime; otherwise
if some separator modulo p has degree higher than the conesponding lifted separator
then discard all lifted values and sta..t anew from the current prime. Other less wasteful
approaches can be used instead.
0
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4. Complexity Issues
In this section we dete..mine a wo..st case complexity fo.. Algo..ithm M to compute both
the separato..s of the points and the G..obne.. basis fo.. thei.. ideal. We also dete..mine the
complexity fo.. "gene..ic" points with the te..m o..de..ing DegRevLex; by "gene..ic" we mean
..andom points whose behaviou .. is as that of t ..ue gene..ic points.
As in the pape.. Ma..ina..i ct ul. (1993) the paramete..s we shall use to exp..ess the
complexity a..e:
• the numbe.. of points;
'" the numbe.. of va..iables (i.e. the dimension of the ambient affine space);
g the numbe.. of elements in the G..obner basis.
au.. Algorithm C is the same as algorithm 1 p..esented in section 5 ofthat pape... We recall
the result of their analysis which showed that the complexity of applying Algorithm C
with K = Fp is 0(.2(g + .)(logp)2 + S2",2) whe..e the cost of an arithmetic operation in
Fp is 0«logp)2). Our ..esult is encapsulated in the following theorem.

TilicUllEM 4.1. For' the mse K = iQl, whc"e ull points have intcyml coordi,,,,te., and
assuminy that the la,yest coor·dinate X satisfies 10g(X) E O(logs), i.e. X is boundcd by
some polynomial in ", then Algorithm M has wont case bU cample"ity
O(s«g + s)(logs)2

+ s<",2)

Fu1'the1'1l'o"e, for' "gmf1';e" l)oints with the DegRevLex o,dering, Algorithm M has bit
complej.ity
0(s 2d(g + .)(log s)2 + s 2d",2)
whe,'c '11 is such that
factor of sid.

(n+;-') = S + g,.

this is bettc,' than the wO"st case comple"ity by a

Pltom'. We start by estimating how many bad primes we could encounter. Consider
the • x s matriX, M, whose columns are indexed by the points in X and whose ..ows
are indexed by the power products in the basis of the quotient RI[; the entries being
the value of the power p..oduct at the point. By definition this matrix is non-singula..;
mo..eover, by Lemma 2.6 a prime is "bad" if and only if it divides det(M). Now we
estimate the g..eatest possible value for this determinant using Hadamard's bound on the
rows. In any row corresponding to a power product of total deg..ee '11 no entry can exceed
X" in absolute value. Using '11" d2 , •• • , d., to denote the degrees of the power products fo..
the rows in ou.. mat..ix, we see that Hadama..d's bound does not exceed X [) R where
D = d, + ... + d,. Since our quotient basis contains eve..y facto.. of eve..y element of
the basis, we deduce that D $ 1 + 2 + ... + s = s(s + 1)/2. This worst case is ..ealised
with gene..ic points and the Lex o..de..ing; in contrast, generic points with the DegRevLex
o..de..ing will typically give a much smaller exponent of D = sd where d is the highest
degree of a Grobne.. basis element. He..e we note that the loga..ithm of Hadama..d's bound
in the wo..st case is: 0(.,2 log X + • log s).
For any positive intege.. l' the product of the fi ..st '1' p..imes clt'arly exceeds "!, amI this
we can estimate using Stirling's asymptotic approximation: log(r!) = 'f'log l' -'f' + o{'r).
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Whence we see that the numher of had primes is 0(s2); in practice it appears that had
primes are typically fairly uncomnlOn.
Next we find out how many good primes we need to he ahle to reconstruct the answer.
To do this we must estimate the sizes of every coefficient of every separator and GrDhner
hasis element. Again we use the matrix M from above, and shan apply Cramer's rule
for ohtaining the solutions to a linear system since our coefficients effectively arise from
solving linear systems. It is immediate that the determinant of M is a common denominatOl' for hoth separators and GrDhner hasis elements. Hadamard's [)Qund applied to
the (lllmerators given hy Cramer's mle shows that no numerator exceeds X-,+I det(M).
From this we see that the logarithm of the product of the good primes may have to
hecome as large as O( s210g X + slog s) in the WOl'st case. Thus the total numher of
primes, hoth good and had, which could he necessary is 0(s2)
experiments suggest
that random points in ",,2 with coordinates in the range [-2s 2 ,2s 2 1 achieve this complexity. The situation is far more favourahle for generic points with DegRevLex ordering:
the same reasoning shows that the totalnumher of primes needed is only O(sd).
So we call Algorithm C up to O( s2) times at a total cost of O( s" (fl + s )(log s)2 + s4 n 2)
wllere the factor of (log s)2 allows for the fact that an arithmetic operation modulo an shit prime costs O«log S)2). Following the same line of reasoning we can also deduce tilat
fOl' generic points using DegRevLex ordering the total cost of the calls to Algorithm C is
0(s2d(y + s)(logs)2 + s2dn2 ).
We COIlIInent that the cost of the calls to Algorithm C is at least that of of Chinese
Remaindering and verification comhined. Combining 0(s2) modular values (each of size
O(logs)) into a single value using iterative Chinese Remaindering costs 0(s3(1ogs)2),
and we must do this fOl' sis + fI) coefficients, giving a total cost of 0(S4(fI + s)(logs)2).
Verifying the answer by evaluation costs no more than 0(s4f1(log,,)2): the s power
products can each he evaluated at the s points once only at a total cost of 0(s410gs ),
and then each polynomial in the GrDhner hasis has no more than ., + 1 tenns and can
he evaluated in time 0(S4(1ogS)2), It can similarly he shown that, in the case of generic
points with the DegRevLex ordering, the overall complexity is the same as that of the
calls to Algorithm C.
0

Now we determine the complexity for Algorithm MP (for the field iQ). We continue to
use the same parameters hut ohserve that now n is one greater than the dimension of
the amhient projective space. Following the reasoning in Marinari ct al. (1993) we find
the worst case complexity of Algorithm CP running over the field J( = IFp to he

where again we have assumed that each arithmetic operation in IFp costs 0((logp)2).
Superficially this fOl'mula appears different from the one they published. Our result for
Algorithm MP is encapsulated in the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.2. FOT' the case J( = iQ, whe1~ all points have inte.'lml coord-inatcs, and
assuminfl that the la-ryest cooT'dinate X satisfies 10g(X) E O(logs), i.e. X is bounded by
some polynomial in s, then Algorithm MP has WOI'st case bit complc",ity
0(s4 (n + S)(fI + s2)(log S)2 + sSn 2 10g(ns))

FIl1-thcnno're, fOT' ".'Ienc,";c" points with the DegRevLex oT·deTin.'l, Algorithm NIP has bit
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complclity

w!Ler'e d is such that

0(s2d(n

+ s)(f} + sd)(logs)2 + s3dn 2 10g(ns))

Ct+;-I)

=

S

+ J1,o

tlt'is is better Olan the 11J01'st

Cll::U;

L:01ftplt;:rity by a

factoT' of about s2/d.

PROOF. This proof is largely analogous to that of Theorem 4.1. In place of the single
matrix M considered in that proof we must consider several matrices M 1 , M 2, ... M d
where the rows of M, are indexed hy those power products of degree 'r ..... Since we
never need to go heyond degree s we have that d :5 s. Each of these matrices is,
hy definition, of full rank, and a prime is "had" if and only if at least one M, is no
longer of full rank modulo p; i.e. p divides the determinant of every maximal minOl'
of at least one M,. Hadamard's hound for the determinant of a maximal minOl' of
M, gives X" R. Thus all bad primes must divide a number of size not exceeding
log II; =1 (X" R) E O( s3 log X + s2 log s). Whence there can he at most s3 had primes.
The maximum numher of "good" primes we could ever need remains 0(s2) since we
never need to go heyond degree s: we have to consider solviug linear systems corresponding to the matrices M 1 , M2 , __ • Md , and arguing as previously Cramer's Rule and
Hadamard's hound prove that the logarithm of the product of the good primes need
never exceed 0(s210g X + slogs) in the worst case.
The argument that the cost of the main loop dominates remains valid for this case.
Since we may have to execute the main loop up to 0(s3) times the overall complexity is
just S3 times the complexity of the call to Algorithm CPo
We note that the case of generic points with the DegRevLex ordering permits a nlllch
more favourahle analysis. All elements of the GrDhner hasis have degree d-1 or d (where
dE O(1og(s)/ log(n))). We shall show that a prime p is "had" if and only if at least one
of Md-2, M d- I 01' M d is not of full rank modulo p; as in the proof of TheOl'em 4.1
we can now deduce that the total numher of primes to he tried is O(sd), and thus
the complexity in this case is just sd times the complexity of a call to Algorithm CP,
i.e. O(s(n + s)(y + s2)(log s)2 + s2,,210g(ns)).
Now we prove that to characterize "had" primes it suffices to consider only the three
matrices Md-2, Md_1 and Md. Let p he a "had" prime for which the matrix M, does
not have full rank for some r < d - 2. This implies that there is a polynomial f of
degree ,. which vanishes (modulo p) at every point of X. Now consider the polynomial
x d -,-2 f; this has degree d - 2 and clearly vamshes (modulo ]1) at every point of X. But
the rows of M d - 2 are indexed hy all power products of degree d - 2, hence there is a
non-trivial linear comhination of the rows of M d_ 2 ; i.e. the rank of Md-2 is not full. 0
R~;Mi\RK 4.3. Our proof suggests that we could waste a large proportion of computation
time eucouutering "bad" primes, Iu mUllerous actual computations we have never seeu all
example where the number of "Lad" primes encountered exceeded the number of "good"
ones, hut with the DegLex ordering we have ohserved as many as 20% of all primes heing
"had". The matrices M. in tlte proof are far from independent, and it could he that our
estimate of the numher of "had" primes is too crude.
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5. Implementation Issues and Timings
Algorithm M as described admits a number of implementation refinements. For instance, at step M4 the compa,rison of the lists Q and Qp can be effected inside Algorithm C as tl,e list is generated; Algorithm C can also terminate prematurely if a worse
Q is being generated.
The ratiollal recovery and stability checks at steps M5 and M6 need only mOllitor a
sillgle coefficient most of the time, though eventually the full answer will be lIeeded. It
also is possible to try both rational recovery techniques until one of them yields a stahle
answer; this is what our implementation does.
The verification in step M7 need not actually evaluate allY polynomials: we represent a
polYllomial with rational coefficients as / / D where D is the least commOlI dellOlllinator,
and / has integer coefficients; we know the polynomials are correct modulo 'In, so it
suffices to verify that I/(P,)I < m for each point P" and this can be done quickly alld
easily (e.g. by bounding each term separately and summing these). This cheap verification
test may require O(s) further iterations of the main loop, after the correct answer has
been found, before it is able to succeed; in practice it works well.
These refinements remain applicable even when the separators are computed.
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between -99 and 99, and extmla1:'1e betweell -9999 and 9999. The other columns give
the dimension alld type of space (affine or projective).
The last column gives the average size of the coefficients in the basis of points in 1I'~9.
This shows very clearly how the timings over Q depend on the size of the coordinate8.
All these timings are givell for computations over Q. The computation of these example8 over fillite fields is performed by compari80n in negligible time; for example the
ideal of 80 poillts in 11'39 wrt DegRevLex over :£/(32003) is computed in 2.8 seconds.
Xote the apparently surprising behaviour whell comparing the onlerings DegRevLex
and Lex on the smaller example8. This i8 becaU8e we u8ed ralldom POillt8 from a relatively
small range rather than generic poiuts, so the Lex basis comes out "srualler tltau l1ormu}'l
(smaller coefficients alld lower maximal degree of the leadillg term8 of the basi8). Tile
"extl'alarge" rows show the expected behaviour.
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The followiug tables give the timiug8 for the computatiou of the ideal of distiuct raudOIu
point8, computed ou a Digital Alpha, 192Mb RAM, 433 Mhz, compiled with gee -02.
DegRevLex
40 small
40 medium
40 large
40 ext ralarge
80 small
80 medium
80 large
80 extralarge

AIO

A20

0.3 s
1.7 s
3.2 s
7.0 s
3,7 s
22.08
(;3.0 s
116.0 s

0.7 s
2.8 s
5.7 s
12.9 s
5.6 s
24.0 s
48.0 s
110.0 s

Lex
40 small
40 medium
40 large
40 extralarge
80 small
80 medium
80 large
80 extralarge

A

40

]p9

3.08
8.1 s
14.0 s
26.08
14.0 s
66.0 s
109.0 s
250.0 s
AIO

0.1 s
0.4 8
3.3 s
29.78
0.5 s
2.5 s
24.0 s
490.0 s

0.4 s
2.9 s
7.7 s
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2.7 s
42.0 s
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A20
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11'19

A

]p39

11'39
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12.08
23.05
47.0 s
17.0 s
96.08
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14 digit.s
45 digit.s

123
264
39
157
349
640

digit.,
digit.s
digit.,
digit.,
digit.,
digit.,

40

0.38
0.98
5.4

S

59.08
0.9 s
4.38
36.0 s
720.0 s

The first columu iudicates the l1I11nber and the size of the poiuts: small meaU8 that
the coordillates are integers between -I and 1, medium are between -9 and 9, larye
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There are at least two approaches that use Grabner basis methods:
1. Markov Monte Carlo

Construct an irreducible Markov chain on S. A Grabner basis is used
for the irreducibility. The Metropolis algorithm can be used to get an
arbitrary stationary distribution J.L (Diaconis and Stunllfels 1998).

Conditional Distributions on Integer Data
and Grabner Bases

2. Multivariate Generating Functions
Manipulate the multivariate exponential generating function !J (in d indeterminates), using technology of comnlUtative algebra whenever possible:

I. H. Dinwoodie
September 1999, Grostat III
The normal form .'i F of!J is useful in tests of parameter significance, particularly when !J is a product.

Let S (= SA,,,) be the set of nonnegative integer lattice points of the form

S := {x E Z~ : Ax

= a}

for a nonnegative integer vector a E Z'i- and a nonnegative r x d integer matrix A.
We assume that S is finite.
"Ve are interested in computing expectations of functions on S with respect to a
probability distribution JL:

EIIU) :=

L

f(x) IL(X).

XES

Brute force enumeration is usually not easy or not possible.

1

2

Markov Monte Carlo

Example 1: Testing for Independence of Factors

Let {(It - (/,- , ... , (It. - (I';; } be a Grobner basis for the ideal

Consider the following multinomial data on hair color and eye color each at
fotil' levels:

fA

:=< (X - (Y : Ax = Ay, x, Y E

zt > .

(The reduced Grobner basis will be of this form, where f± = max{±f,O}. Any
indeterminate order and any term order is OK, but the resulting Markov chains
can have different properties.)
Then run a symmetric and irreducible Markov chain in 5 as follows: from state
x E 5 choose uniformly from the 2m vectors {±fl,"" ±fm} and add the result
to x if the result is nonnegative. Otherwise hold fast. The stationary distrilmtion
is uniform, since the transition matrix l\ is symmetric. (The construction is in
Diaconis and SturJnfels 1998.)
To get an arbitrary positive distribution J1, one can use the Metropolis algorithm with the symmetric kernel l\ from above:
f\I'(x, y) = [((x, y) min{ 1, IL(:V)/ J1(x

• Fact: J1l\'J = II, and in fact l\'i is reversible for J1.

1/-1

Brunette
119 (106.28)
84 (103.87)
54 (4 t1.93)
29 (30.92)

Red
26 (26.39)
17 (25.79)
14 (11.15)
14 (7.68)

Blonde
7 (47.20)
94 (46.12)
10 (19.95)
16 (13.73)

( ) contains the fitted values i'-ij
The x2-test for independence of factors is a goodness-of-fit test of whether the
multinomial distribution is in a 9-dimensional subfamily of distributions. The exact
(conditional) p-value is the probability (expectation of an indicator function) given
by
4
(x:.-x.y
p - value = J1h{(Xij) E 5:
'J , ' . I
2: 138.2898}
i,j=l

In words, try to make a move with the symmetric chain. If the possible new state
is y E 5, check the value of J1(Y)/ J1(x). If the ratio is at least 1, go ahead and do
the move. If the ratio is less than 1, use its value in a coin flip to decidp whethpr
or not to make the move.

E,,(J) = lim.!.. "L f(X;).
n ,i=O

Black
68 (40.14)
20 (39.22)
15 (16.97)
5 (11.68)

L

n.

Then the expectation is the time average over the resulting chain
X o, XI, X 2 ,···:

BrOlin
Blue
Hazel
Green

X'o

X'ij

where 5 is the set of tables with fixed row and columns sums equal to those of the
actual data. Hpre d = 16, and r = 4 + 4, and A would be an 8 x 16 matrix that
computes row and column stuns. The notation J1h indicates the hypergeometric
distribution on 5, the set of tables with the same row and column sums as the one
above:
1 1

Ilh(X) := -I'
zx.
This is the conditional distribution of any distribution in the null family, given the
row ami column sums. The number of tables with these row and column sums is
around 10 15 .
The p-value is approximately 0.0. The traditional normal approximation uses
degrees of freedom of 16-1 - (dimension of parameter space) = 15 - 6 in the X2
distribution, and is very accurate for this example. The Markov chain for the
computation has basic increments described by matrices

+
-

+

, corresponding

to monomial differences, which clearly preserve row and column sums.
High-dimensional sparse tables make exact methodology necessary, and the
Markov chain is only one of several possible methods. Such tables appear in tests of
genetic equilibrium such as Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (see Lange and La'l'leroni
1997).
The general goodness-of-fit problem for exponential families is similar. A rigorous theory for conditional tests is in Witting (1966).

3
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Example 2: Bayesian Computations

Example 3: Network Traffic Estimation

Let X = {I, 2, ... , d} be a finite set of objects, numbered for convenience.
Let 1r be the uniform prior on the probability distributions ~ on X. Consider the
process XI, X 2 , X 2 , • •. E X obtained by drawing from X independently with the
multinomial distribution P E ~ after getting P with 1r. We are interested in the
succession probability
P,,{X,,+I = iIA(T,,) = a}

Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph with directed edge set E on nUlnbered
vertices V. The probability model for traffic between nodes is independent Poisson
processes across all ordered pairs of distinct vertices. The sample space n is then the
space of nonnegative integer matrices Z x v, with zeros on the diagonal, naturally
a subset of a d-dimensional vector space where d := 1V1 2 - IVI. Let l' = lEI, the
number of edges. The family of probability distributions is also of dimension d, and
is indexed by an off-diagonal matrix of Poisson rates>. E
x v , again of dimension
d. Let A be the d-dimensional parameter space of matrices. Then for>. E A,

where A is a nonnegative integer matrix and T" E
defined by

T,,:=

zt is the total surnrnary data

r

Rr

Lex;

PA(w)

= II >.~/

where {ei : i = 1, ... ,d} is the standard basis for Rd.
It is well-known that the uniform prior 1r on ~ results in the uniform distJ'ibution on summary tables T" (as opposed to the multinomial distribution without
the prior probability), and so

_ } _ I{x E

P" { A (T" ) - a -

zt :Ax = a, L:. x
("+:~_I)

I

= n} I

Furthermore,
P" {'"
1"

n
) PI
= x, X ,,+1 = 1. I}
P = (
XI···Xtl

Xl

.. ·PtXd P·i·
(

Then with some algebra, the succession probability becomes

an expectation with respect to the uniform distribution on

S:= {x E

L:i.j

Aij

•

The data y is in the form of counts across directed edges, and is therefore of dimension T = lEI. A 0 - 1 matrix A of dimension T x d counts traffic across edges,
and can be partitioned into the form A = (Au I I), where I is an T x 'f' identity
matrix with an appropriate ordering of edges and node pairs.
Star network. In this graph, there is a center node through which all traffic
is routed. If the vertices are numbered 1,2, ... , v -1, v, we place node v in the center
and get edges E = {(i,v): i = 1,2, .. . ,v -I} U {(v,j): j = 1,2, . .. ,v -I}. The
outcomes are in dimension c = v x (v-I), and the data is in dimension T = 2 x (v-I).
With v = 4, order the 12 vertex pairs so the 6 edge pairs come last,
say (1,2), (1,3), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2), (1,4), (2, 4), (3,4), (4,1), (4, 2), (4, 3), and
order the the edges lexicographically (1,4), (2,4), (3,4), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4,3). Then
the f' x d = 6 x 12 matrix A can be written:

A~ (j

1 0 0 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 1

0
0
0
0

0

1 0

0

0

1 0

0
0

1 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
1 0
0 0
1 0
0 0

zt: Ax = a, LXi = n}.

The special case with d = 2, A = (0,1), a = (n) is the well known rule of
succession of Laplace: after n successes in n trials, the probability of a further
success is ::t~.

5

e-

1
.;#.1 w··
']'

i=l

G

0
0

0
0

0
0

Z.t

The likelihood of the data y E
is the probability of the collection of outcomes that result in edge counts represented by y:

A
II --.i:L
- ,.J.
e
Wi

L yA
( ') --

""'
~

;

L:i . :Ii;

wEO:Aw=y 'i,i

Multivariate Generating Functions
This approach can be useful for conditional tests of parameter signficance in
exponential families, which are more difficult than goodness-of-fit.

Wi··!
J

Any local extremum satisfies the fixed point equation

Example 1: Odds ratio in logistic model with 2 factors
Consider the exponential generating function

With a positive initial guess Ao

(X

> 0 close to the true A, the iteration scheme

fJ=
xEZ;:Ax;;::a

usually converges to a fixed point which maximizes L y . The situation with l\ > 1
repeated, independent network observations can also be treated with tl.is method.
The Markov chain on the set {w : Aw = y} constructed with the Grabner basis
for lex tenn order and with slack indeterminates ordered last is exactly the ordinary
reflecting random walk in the d - r dimensional set
Sy := {(Z·ij)ijEFxF-E, Z·ii = 0, Aoz ~ y}

Computing with this chain is much less efficient than independent uniform
sampling from a box By which contail1~ Sy (Dimvoodie 1999).

x!

where we are using the simplified monOinialnotation (X := (~'1 ... (7" with indeterminates (J, ... , (d, and also the factorial notation xl := XI! ... Xd!.
\Ve want to combine terms in fJ which are equivalent in the sense that the
vector exponents have the same value under a further new linear function t r +!.
We assume that t,,+! can also be represented as a dot product with a vector of
nonnegative integers, like a row of A. This combination of terms can be done with
another normal form reduction as we describe next.
Let F'·+l := [PI, ... , py] be a reduced Grabner basis of monomial differences
for the ideal 1,·+1 := <
(Y : tr+1 (x) = t"+l (y) >. Let normalf(fJ, F,·+I) be
the normal form of the exponential generating function fJ with respect to F,,+ I and
pure lex order. Define the hypergeometric distribution Ill. on S by

ex -

Example 4: Simulated Annealing Algorithm
11
Ilh(X) := - ,

With arbitary objective function f : S --> R, let III be the probability distribution on S (concentrated on the low points of f) defined by
e-!(X)/t

Ilt(X) := - Z - ·
t

As t ! 0, Ilt puts more mass on the low points of f. The Metropolis algorithm
with the symmetric Markov chain gives a way to run an ergodic process in S with
stationary distribution lIt. As stationarity is approached, lower t further. It is quite
likely that after sufficient time, the chain is in a state where f is near its minimum.
Time to equilibrium is studied in Dinwoodie (1998).

ZX.

where Z is a normalizing constant. It is the sUin of the coefficients in fJ, The
probability distribution Ill. arises typically as the image distribution on S of the
uniform distribution on a subset of a more basic sample space.
Theorem. Let flr'+1 := normalf(fJ, Fr+Jl Then !Jr.+1 has the form of a finite sum
over an integer variable t:
l/r+1

=L

Ct(X,

1.=0

for distinct monomials
t·,'+I(X) = t}).

(X,

with t,,+ I (xtl = t and coefficients

Ct

Proof: Equivalent monomials are reduced to a single equivalent normal form, and
their coefficients are combined, since the nonnal form of a sUin is the sum of the
7
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normal forms:

L

normalf(fJ, F,'+l) =

XEZ~:Ax=a

~norma1f(C,
F"+l)
X.

L L x.~norma1fW,F,.+d
= L flh({tr+l = t}) (Xt
=

!=o !r+1 (X)=!

Z

!=O

where (Xt is the normal form of all the monomials whose vector exponents have
value t E Z+ under t r + l . The particular monomials that are present in !Jr+1 may
depend on the indeterminate ordering.•

Consider binary data from Collett (1991). The data is in the fonn of death counts,
where a death is a success on a l3ernoulli trial. The data comes from an experiment
on the lethal effects of a certain harmful agent on the tobacco budwonn. We use
a logistic model with two factors: dose ami sex. The dose factor has 6 levels
(corresponding to the logarithm of the actual doses in Jig), ami the sex factor has
two levels" M" and "F". We want to determine the p-value of significance for the
sex factor.
Twenty l3eruoulli trials were undertaken at each combination of factors, and
the data can be summaJ:illed in the d = 2 x 6 x 2 = 24-dimensional table below.
The dose factor is labelled "0 1 2 3 4 5" across the top.
Female:

logdose:

The normal has two useful properties:
• the normal form of a sUln is the sum of the normal forms
• the normal form of a product is the normal form of the product of the normal
forms.

alive
dead

0

CoO

1
18
2

2
14
6

3
10
10

4
8
12

1
16
4

2
11
9

3
7
13

4
2
18

5

1~ )

Male:

logdose :

0

alive
dead

9

C1

5
20)
20

In precise terms, the probability model supposes a death probability at level

"i" of the dose factor and level" Female" of the sex factor to be
e ni

P;,F

= 1 + e'"

whereas the death probability for level "Male" has an extra parameter {3 2: 0 which
reflects the ratio of the odds of death of Male to Female:

e",+iJ
P;,M =

1 + e",+ll'

We will test {3 = 0 versus {3 > O.
It is convenient to represent the data with coordinate variables X;,M, I for the
number of deaths at dose i and sex M, X;,M,O for the Illllnber of failures, etc. Then
T = 18, since there are 12 design constraints (t1lf' total number of trials at each
combination of dose and sex is 20, or in precise tenus :1:'i,M,O + X'i,M,1 = 20, etc.)
9

10

and six linear constraints from sufficient statistics for the submodel:

+ XO,M,I
+ XI,M,I
X2,F,1 + X2,M,1
X3,F,1 + X3,M,1
XO,F,I

= 1

XI,F,I

= 6
= 15
= 23
= 30
= 36.

+ X4,M,1
X5,F,1 + X5,M,1

X4,F,1

Let the actual observed data be denoted by the vector Xo.
The number of terms in the exponential generating function 9 is 221,760
2 x 7 x 16 x 18 x 11 x 5 which one can get using one-variable generating functions
for counting integer solutions to linear equations. There is present a simple product
structure which implies that the exponential generating function 9 is a product of
6 homogeneous polynomials each of degree 40, one for each level of the dose factor,
and so 9 can be expressed exactly without difficulty. The actual multiplication
should be canied out in combination with computation of the normal form.
The extra linear statistic
rameter (J is given by

tl9

t I9(X) =

needed to test significance of the odds ratio pa-

XOMI

+ XIMI + ... + X5MI'

the total number of successes at the level" M" of the sex factor.
The normal form fll9 is a polynomial in X5MI of 54 terms, which greatly shnplifies the conditional data of 221,760 tables. The value of the statisic t 19 can be
read from the exponent, and shows a range t l9 E {29, ... , 82}.
Then the exact p-value is
•
p,,,((J

~

1.0896510)

=

184835984827152341713
181229640423972961205385'

which is approximately .0010198993 to ten decimal places.
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Other tests of parameter significance in exponential families can be done similarly. In particular, the logistic regression problem with an integer covariate can be
treated exactly with generating functions.
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Basic probability

n
Probability Computations

is a finite set, A is a a-algebra on

P :A

on finite sample spaces

I--t

n,

[0, 1]

is a probability, £ = Len, A) is a Ring of real
random variables, and

and applications

A ~ {X E £ : X 2 = X}

Giovanni Pistone & Henry P. Wynn

with

A ~ 1A

(with Eva Riccomagno)
As the state space is finite, the expectation
is

References:

Ep : £I(n, A) = £

I--t

R

• Mongraph in progress Ch. 5

• Paper presented at Helsinki 18-8-99

• The algebraic setting for n, A, £ is the
same setting as in the "design" case .

• The algebraic setting for P and E p is
"new",
1

2

Basic Statistical Models
Basic probability theory
Image: Given (n, A, P) and a random variable X, compute

The set of probability measures on a (finite)
set has various (parametric) descriptions, each
of them pointing to a different geometry of
the statistical model.

Px =PoX- 1

Mixture geometry if
Product: Given (ni,Ai,pi), i = 1,2, compute

P ++ density P

Hilbert geometry if
Conditioning: Given (n, A, P) and an event
A and random variables X, YI ' .. Yd , compute

P ++ Q and Q

= VfS,or

P

= Q2

Exponential geometry if

P ++ U and P = eU-K(U)
3
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The ring of random variables

Steps
Level 1: n is described as a a-dimensional
variety af k d (k = Q)

Let be given D = Si,
theory. Then

T,

Est r (D) as in design

K[X1 ... Xd]

L(D)

Level 2: L is descibed as
L(Si,A) ~

~ Ideal (0 D)

The ring L(D) has a basis as a vector space,
Le.

K[X1 ... Xd]
Ideat(D)

xa

:

D

f--t

K

Estr (D) = {x a : a E L}

Level 3: P is described together with E p in
the algebraic framework (various definitions are possible).

Note that x a is a monomial term, while X a
is a random variavle (function) on D.
We have 'Va,f3 E L

Level 4: A further algebrisation is possible
in the lattice case.

X a Xf3 = Xa+,B

=

L

r(a

+ 13, ')')X'Y

'YEL

Level 00: Algebraic geometry of statistical
models, non commutative etc, come to
the next Grostat to see ....

The array
[r( a

+ 13, ')' )]a,,B,'YEL

is the basic computational tool on L(D).
6
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Sub-a-algebras(2)
Sub-a-algebras(l)
The usual argument gives a list of monomials
Let

{y,Blf3EL}
Y1 ... Yk :

f--t

and the sub-ring of functions of Y1 ... Yd is
fully described by the formula

K

be the observable random variables. Any
function of Y1 ... Yk is a random variable, and
they form a sub-ring of L(D). This sub-ring
is computable as follows. Let us consider a
basis

L

d,BY,B

,BEL

The a algebra generated by Y1'" Yi is the
solution for d,B' 13 E L of the system

Ideal (91 .. , 9i) = Ideal (0 D)

91(X) =

a

9l(X) =

a

C1a Xa =

a

Cka Xa =

a

and let us consider the ideal
Ideal (91'" 9i, Y1 -

L

C1a X6a ... ) C

Y1 -

aEL

L
aEL

K[X1 ... xd, Y1 ... yz]
Yk -

Elimination of x gives a basis of the ideal
in K[Y1'" yz] whose variety is the image of
Y1"' Y d'
7

L
aEL

L d,BY,B) 2 _ L_ d,BY,B = a
(,BEL
,BEL
8

General probability, general
Uniform probability

moments, image probability

If Po is the uniform probability on D, then
for all X E £(D)
1

It is easy now to introduce general probabilities with densities represented as

L

Eo = X(a)
#D aED
As

aEL
it is enough to know the uniform moments

As a first example, we discuss the image under the random variable(s) Y of the probability with density P. We need to compute

mea) = Eo(X a )

Ey(F) = Ep(F(Y))

L

X =

caXa

The uniform moments depend on the "algebra" through the following

We use

F(Y) =

L

a(3y(3

(3EL

Proposition
If R = [rea

so all we need is

+ ,B'')')]/"aEL'

m(,B) = -

1

#L

then

Trace (R(,B)
II Py(A) is needed, use the indicator function.
9
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Conditional expectation
• £(D) ~ ~J:Ji(l;1J is the ring of random
variables.

• Yl'" Yk are given observables.

• £(Yl'" Yk ) is the sub-ring generated by
the observables.

Exponentials and exponential
models
The exponential representation of probabilities falls into the algebraic framework because exponential function (as any other function on D have a polynomial representation.
By this polynomial representation, any exponential model has the form

• {y(3: ,BEI}isthelistofestimableterms
in the image space.

exp

(L

'l/Ja xa )

aEL

Then the regression of X on y(3, ,B E I, is the
conditional expectation of X given Yl ... Yk'

=

L

Ca('l/J)X

a

~phaEL

where the coefFicients of the right-end-side
of the equation is in the field

K=k(e

aQ

1/J: aED,aEL)

Proof: £(Y!'" Yk) is a vector space (least
squares) and a ring (conditional expectation).
11
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Recently many tools from computational differential algebra
were used in statistics.

Differential Resultant Systems and Statistics

One main problem in such mathematical models is the elimination
of some differential variables in a system of ordinary algebraic d-

GIUSEPPA CARRA' FERRO

ifferential equations.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
UNIVERSITY OF CATANIA
Viale Andrea Doria 6,95125 CATANIA
ITALY
September 7, 1999

There are many differential elimination procedures, coming from
different theories.
• The characteristic set theory of Wu-Ritt (Ritt, Kolchin, Wu,
Wang),

• The Grabner bases theory together the characteristic set theory (Boulier,Diop, Fliess) ,
• The differential resultants theory (*)
• The differential Grabner bases theory (*, Ollivier)
2

The algebraic multivariate resultant theory was recently studied

In fact it is shown that given a system of m

=

=

+ s ordinary alge-

+ s}

+r

by many people (Gelfand-Kapranov-Zelevinski, Jouanolou, Sturm-

braic differential equations {lj

felds) and different algorithms were implemented for its calculus

differential variables with r

in the sparse case (Canny, Manocha, Sturmfelds).

sible to obtain generalized differential resultant systems of ordi-

Since a differential resultant is a multivariate algebraic resultant,

nary algebraic differential equations in the coefficients of Ii, when

then all results and algorithms can be properly used in the differ-

i

ential case.

0: j

+1 <

1, ... , m

in m

sand ordUi) = ni, it is pos-

= m + 1, ... ,m + s.

If nl ::S n2 ::S ... ::S n m + Sl then the maximal orders of the differential

The differential resultant theory allows to know some upper bound-

equations in a generalized differential resultant system is equal to

s on the orders of the differential equations in the output of a

L:i=O,1, ... ,7Il nm+s-i·

differential elimination process.

n-strain model.

3

Such results can be applied in the example of

4

1

Differential Algebra Preliminaries

If a E No, then order of 8" is ord(8")=a.

=

Every undefined notion is as in [Ritt (1950)] and [Kolchin (1973)].

DEFINITION 1 S=R{Yi,

Let 8 be a derivation and let R be a differential ring, i.e. a com-

n E No] is the differential ring of the differential polynomials in

mutative ring with unit and a derivation 8 acting on it, such that

the differential indeterminates YJ,.'" Y", with coefficients in the

QCR.

differential ring R.

CR={a E R: 8(a) = O}=ring of constants of R and No = {O, 1, ... ,

If f E S, then order of f is ord(t)=max{ n E No: f contains a

n,oo.}.

power product in YJ,"" Y"LJ 8Yi,"" 8Y'IIIl"" 8"'Yl>.··, 8"'Ym with

REMARK 1 Q

00"

Yrn}=R[8"Yi: i

1, ... , m and

nonzero coefficient }.
~

C R because Q

~

R.

DEFINITION 2 An ideal I of S is a differential ideal iff 8'''(s) E

EXAMPLE 1 R=COO(R), R=Q(t), R=R(t) and R=field of the
meromorphic functions on a domain of C with the usual derivation

I for all n E No and all s E I. If A ~ S, then [A]=( 8"'(s): sEA,
n E No ) denotes the smallest differential ideal containing A.

8=ft are differential rings.
R=crn(R) for all m in No is not a differential ring.

5
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2

Algebraic Elimination Theory

A general elimination term ordering
by two arbitrary term orderings

2.1

a1

Tk

in this case is given

on the set of power product-

Grabner bases

s P1 in Xl,"" X k and
The Grabner bases theory is very useful in the elimination of variables.
Given k

a2

on the set of power products P2 in

X k + 1 , ••. ,Xk +,·
If p,p' E PI and q, q' E P2 , then pq

+s

polynomials 91, ... , 9k+, in S=R[X1 , ••• , Xk+l'] with

p=p' and q

<T p'q' iff either p <(J\ p' or

<(J2 q'.

deg(gj )=dj for all j we want to eliminate the variables Xl, ... , X k.

If G is a Grabner basis of 1 with respect to

In other words given the ideal 1=(gl,

R[Xk+l, ... , Xk+r] is the Grabner basis of h with respect to

k-elimination ideal 1k=1 n R[Xk+l ,

,gk+') we want to find the
, X k+'I']'

By Grabner bases theory it is sufficient to a find a Grabner basis
of the ideal 1 with respect to an elimination term ordering

Tk

as in

[Cox, Little and O'Shea (1992)].

7
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Tk,

then G k

= Gn
a2.

2.2

Multivariate Algebraic Resultant

Let R be an integral domain and let K be the quotient field of R.
Given k

+ 1 polynomials gl, ... , gk+l in S=R[X 1 , ••• , X k] with

Mf and M~-dj are totally ordered using first the degree and then
the lexicographic order with Xl

< ... < X k .

DEFINITION 3 M =M(ft, ... , fk+d is the (l:j=l,...,k+l Lj x L)-

deg(gj )=d j for all j [Macaulay (1916)] defines a polynomial Q only

matrix defined in the following way:

in the coefficients of gl, ... ,gk+l, such that a necessary condition

for each i such that L:"=l,...,j L"

<

i :::: L:"=l,...,j+l L" the coef-

= 0, ... , gk+l = O} has a solution in

ficients of the polynomial Xu li+l are the entries of the i-th row

an algebraic extension of K is Q=O and Q=Res(gl, ... ,gk+l) is

for each Xu E M~-dj+1 that are written in decreasing order with

called the resultant of gl,··· ,gk+l.

respect to the power products in M f .

Let D=L:j=l,...,k+l dj - k, L=(k:D) ,

DEFINITION 4 Let gj be a polynomial of degree dj for all j =

Mf={xu=Xf' ... X: k : L:i=l,...,k ai :::: D, a = (al,'''' ak) ENg}

1, ... , k + 1 in k variables Xl, ...

is the set of all power products in S of degree less than or equal

Res(ft, ... , fk+l)= G.C.D.( det(P): P is an L x L-submatrix of

to D. The set Mf has cardinality equal to L, while M~-d) has

M ).

cardinality equal to L j = (k+~-dj) for all j

In [Macaulay (1916)] it is shown that, in the generic case, the

in order that the system {gl

= 1, ... , k + 1.

,x.",.

resultant ofpolyomials can be written as det(Mo/det(A), where M o
9
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is a square submatrix of M of maximal rank and A is a sumatrix
of Mo.

2.3

Resultants and Elimination Ideals

The resultants can be used for the elimination of a set of variables.

THEOREM 1 Let gj be a polynomial of degree dj for all j =

In fact the univariate and multivariate resultants can be used for

1, ... , k+1 in k variables Xl, ... ,Xk . There exists a nonzem r E R

the elimination ofthe set of k variables {Xl,""

Xd in a set of k+

is a poly-

s polynomials 9l, ... ,9k+s in R[Xl, ... ,Xk,Xk+1"",Xk+r] with

nomial in R[Xl , ... , Xk, Xk+l] with deg(li) :S L"=1,...,k+l,l4j d" - k

s ;::: 1 as in [Hodge and Pedoe (1947)]' [Van del' Waerden (1950)],

such that rRes(gl,'" ,gk+l)= Lj=l ...,k+l ligj, where

for all j = 1, ... , k

+ 1.

Ii

[Cox, Little and O'Shea (1992) and (1998)].
Let gk+l = Lj=k+l,...,k+s A j9j, where A j are new indeterminates.
Let's consider {gl,"" gk, 9k+l} as polynomials in R[Ak+l,"" Ak+s>

Xk+l> ... , Xk+'r][X l , ... ,Xk].Q=Res(9l> ... , gk, 9k+l) is a polynomial in R[A l , ... , Ak+s> Xk+l,' .. , Xk+,.]. Q= Li=l,... ,P QiMi, where
the 1Yli s are distinct power products with the same degree in Ak+l,

... ,Ak+s> while the QiS are polynomials in Xk+l> ... ,Xk+T' because
9k+l is homogeneous in Ak+l> ... ,A k+s'
11
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DEFINITION 5 Let s

=

~

1 and let gj and Qi be as above for

+ sand i =

REMARK 3 Let I as above and let I* =(g1>"" gk, gk+l) be the
corresponding ideal in R[Xl ,

,Xk+Tl A k+l , ... ,A k+.,] = R[Xk+ll

resultant of gl, ... , gk, ... ,gk+, [Cox, Little and 0 'Shea (1992)].

. .. , X k+Tl A k+l , ... , Ak+,][X l ,

, X k], as polynomial ring in the

E =( Qll ... ,Qp) is called a generalized resultant ideal of gl, ... ,gk+,.

variables Xl,"" X k with coefficients in T=R[Xk+l" .. ,Xk+Tl A k+l

all j

1, ... , k

1, ... ,po Qi is called a generalized

Let

THEOREM 2 Let s
j

~

1 and let 9j and Qi be as above for all

= 1, ... , k + sand i = 1, ... ,po

There exists a nonzero element

r in R, such that rQi is in the k-elimination ideal

h of I.

T

be an elimination term ordering on the set of power products

in Xl, ... ,Xk . By using Grabner bases theory let G* be a Grabner
basis of 1* with respect to

T.

Since gk+l is homogeneous in A k+l

, ... , Ak+s, then every polynomial in G* n R[Xk+1>"" X k+T , Ak+l,

REMARK 2 h is not always generated by Ql,'" ,Qp as it zs

... , Ak+s] is homogeneous in the variables A k+1>"" A k+,.

remarked in (Cox, Little and O'Shea (1992)j.

generalized resultants are in the ideal generated by the nonzero co-

The generalized resultants and the generalized resultant ideal de-

efficients of the power products in A k+ll

pends on which polynomial is the first in the ordered sequence

some polynomial of G*.

{gl' ... ,9k, ... , gk+s} .

13
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... ,

The

A k+s , that appear in

The generalized resultant system and the generalized resultant

3

Differential Elimination Theory

ideal extend the notions of resultant system and resultant ideal of
a set of k + s polynomials gl, ... ,gk+s in k + r variabili.

3.1

Differential Grabner bases

Differential Grabner bases [*, (1987)], [Ollivier (1990)] can be
The resultant system depends on the definite order of elimination
of the variables, while the resultant ideal is independent on such

used for the elimination of the set of m differential variables {Xl,

... , X",} in a set of m

+ s differential

polynomials

II, ... ,frn+s

in

R{X1 , ••• , X rn , X""+l,"" X",,+'r} with 0 ::; r.

order.
The proof is usually given in the case k=l and then inductively
by eliminating one variable at each time

In other words given the differential ideal 1=[gl,'" ,gk+s] we want
to find the differential m-elimination ideal 1",=1 n R[X"'+l,""

X",+'I']' By Grabner bases theory it is sufficient to a find a differ-

[Hodge and Pedoe (1947)].

ential Grabner basis of the differential ideal 1 with respect to a
differential elimination term ordering.

15
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Unfortunately there are only partial results. Even differential

EXAMPLE 3 Let

otxl

term orderings on the set of differential power products, i.e. power

with

products in the variables and in their derivatives, are not complete-

for every t E No.

ly classified [Weispfenning (1993)].

term ordering

Let S=R{X[, ... ,Xm +r } and let St=R[X I , ... ,Xm +n

... ,

otxl ,

The following are useful examples of differential term ordering.

(JI

be the lexicographic term ordering on the

set of power product PI in X I,
OIX I >Ut ... >u, 8I X",+r >Ut

tENo. The set

{(Jt:

be the lexicographic term ordering on Pt

>Tt ... >T, Xl >T, ... >Tt

T

The set

{TI:

otxm+T

>T, ... >T, X m+1·

t E No} defines a differential

on the set of power products in X[, ... , X m +.,. and

their derivatives by taking its restriction to Pt equal to

TI.

T

is a

differential elimination term ordering.

... ,0IXm+,.] for all t E No.

EXAMPLE 2 Let

Tt

,

X",+r, ... , ot X I, ... , 01X",+r with

>Ut Xl >Ut ... >Ut X m +·,. for every

}t E No defines a differential term ordering (J

on the set of power products in Xl, ... , X",+,. and their derivatives
by taking its restriction to Pt equal to

(JI'

(J

is not a differential

EXAMPLE 4 Let PI be the lexicographic term ordering on Pt
with

otxl

otxm+r

>Pt ... >Pt OIX", >Pt ... >Pt Xl >p, ... >p, X", >Pt

>p, ... >Pt X 7It +'r for every t E No. The set

t E No}

defines a differential term ordering P on the set of power products
in Xl, ... , X",+r and their derivatives by taking its restriction to
Pt equal to

Pt. P is

a differential elimination term ordering, that

allows to eliminate the differentiale variables X 1> ••• , X"'.

elimination term ordering.
Ii

{Pt:

18

3.2

Multivariate Differential Resultant

EXAMPLE 5 Let Ii=i j - gj(X I , ... , X m) j = 1, ... , m where gj

Let R be a differential integral domain and let K be the differential

1 in R{ XI,' .. , X m}. ord(Ji) =1 for all j.

quotient field of R.
Let Ii be a differential polynomial in R{X I , ... , X m } of order nj
and degree dj for each j

= 1, ... , s.

Ji E R[X I , ... , X m , ... , 0"' XI,

... , o"j X m ], which is a polynomial ring in (nj

+ l)m variables.

Ji,oJi, ... ,ol'jJi, j = 1, ... ,s are Lj=I,... ,sh

+ 1)

(L)'=I , ..' ,s rj)
ri

= (N -

+s -

= 1, ... , s

= m + 1 and

... , ofI,

f I,·'"

+m +1

ON-IIm+Jfrn+I,···, ucf",,+1, f rn+1

polynomials

.In

S rnN+",,=

variables.

EXAMPLE 6 Let Ji=i j - gj(X I , ... , X m + l ) j = 1, ... , m

be eliminated. ord(Ji)=l for all j

+ 1,

= 1, ... , m,

while ord(Jm+d=O

as differential polynomials in R{Xm+d{X], ... , X rn }.

N =m and the differential resultant of fl,"" fm+1 is the algebraic
resultant of the m 2

R[X I , ... , X m, ... , ON XI,"" ON X m], which is a polynomial ring in

+ m + 1 polynomials orn-I iI,···, oiI, iI,

mN + m variables [*, (1997)].
19

+ 2m

where gj is in R[XI, ... ,Xm+I]. The variables {XI, ... ,Xm} can

The differential resultant oRes(iI, ... , frn+l) of iI,···, fm+1 is the

oN-IIlf],

braic resultant of the m 2 +2m+1 polynomials omiI,.·., oiI, iI, ... ,

. .. , om+1 X rn ], which is a polynomial ring in m 2

by [*, (1997)].

Macaulay's algebraic resultant of the mN

N =m + 1 and the differential resultant of iI, ... , fm+ I is the alge-

polynomials in

1 variables iff N = "\:"=1
'+1 n)', s
L...J ,.. "m

ni for all i

is in R[X I , ... , X m] and let fm+1 a differential polynomial of order

20

3.3

Differential Resultants and Differential Elimination

The differential resultant can be used for the elimination of the set
of m differential variables {Xl, ... ,Xm } in a set of m+r differential
polynomials II, ... , Im+',' in R{X1, ... , X m , X m+l , ... , X m +.} with
s

~

1.

The power products MiS have the same degree, because 9;',+1
and its derivatives are homogeneous in A k + I , . .• , A k +. and their
derivatives by its own definition.

DEFINITION 6 Let s
j

Let f';'+1 = Lj=m+I,,,,,m+. AJj, where A j are new differential indeterminates. Let's consider {II, ... , IIlLl f,;,+I)} as differential polynOlnials in R{Am+I , ... , A rn +., X rn +I , ... , Xm+'f }{X1, ... , X m,].
Q=8Res(II,··., f,;,+I) is in R{Am+I , ... , A m +., X m +I ,··., X m +7·}

by its own definition. Q= Li=I" ..,p QiMiqi, where the MiS are distinct power products in A m + l , ... , A m +. and their derivatives and

~

1 and let

= 1, ... ,m + sand i = 1,

ential resultant of II, ... , 1m,

and Qi be as above for all

,p. Qi is called a generalized differ-

, fm+ •. E

=[QI, ... , Qp]

is called a

generalized differential resultant ideal of II, ... ,Im+•.
THEOREM 3 Let s

~

1 and let 9j and Qi be as above for all

j

= 1, ... , k + sand i = 1, ... ,po

1"

in R, such that rQi is in the differential m-elimination ideal 1m

of 1=[91, ... , 9k+.].

the QiS are differential polynomials in X m+I , ... , X rn +r •

21
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There exists a nonzero element

REMARK 4 lrn could be not always generated by Q1, ... ,Qp as

COROLLARY 2 Let Ii be a differential polynomial in R{X1,

in the algebraic case.

X Ull

In similar way the generalized differen-

x m+1, ... , x rn +·,.} of order nj and degree dj for each j

= 1,

,

,s

tial resultants and the differential generalized resultant ideal de-

and let s ~ 1.

pends on which polynomial is the first in the ordered sequence

ft,···, fm, ... , frn+s. If n1 ::; n2 ::; ... ::; n.",+." then ord(Qi) <

{ft,···, fUll'" , fm+s}.

Lj=o,...,m nm+s-j for all i and for every choice of the first element

COROLLARY 1 Let s
j

~

of the sequence
1 and let gj and Qi be as above for all

= 1, ... , k + sand i = 1, ... ,po

n m+s . ord( Qi ::; Lj=l,...,.", nj

Suppose that n1 ::; n2 ::; ... ::;

+ n.",+s -

n~'+l for all i and for every

choice of the first element of the sequence

{ft,···, f",,···, frn+.,}.

Let Qi be a generalized differential resultant of

{ft,···, frn, . .. , frn+s}.

COROLLARY 3 Let Ii be a differential polynomial in R{ Xl,
X rn , X m+1, ... , Xrn+T} of order nj and degree dj for each j

=

1,

,
,s

and let s ~ 1. Let I =[f1' ... , fm, ... , frn+sJ and let 1m be the differential m-elimination ideal of I. If n1 ::; n2 ::; ... ::; nm+S! then
lrn =1 n R{ X.", + 1, ... , X rn +·1' has generators polynomials of order either less than or equal to Lj=o,...,m n.",+s-j'

23
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3.4

Examples

fzm+1) of Im+l, ... , fzm+l is a polynomial of order either less than

EXAMPLE 7 Let fJ=Xj -gj (X 1,
1',

where gj is a polynomial in Xl,

, X m+1' for all j

= 1, ... , m+

, X m , XIII+l, ... , X m+,1' for all

elimination ideal 1m of I =
If l'

J.

We want to eliminate the variables Xl,"" X m . nj = ord(fJ) = 1
for all j

1, ... , m

= 1, ... , m,
+

l'

while nj

=

ord(JJ

= 0

for all j

= m

+

as differential polynomials in the differential vari-

ables Xl, ... , X",. Let Qi be a generalized differential r'esultant of

fJ, ... ,1m, Im+J, ... ,lm+1' for all i

= 1, ... , p.

> m + 1, then the generalized resultants Qi, of Im+ I, ... , fzrn+ I

are polynomials of order either less than or equal to 1 in Xm+J, ... ,
X 2m +1 for all h

= 1, ... , q.

m-elimination ideal 1m of I

Moreover each

Qi,

is in the differential

= [fJ, ... , hrn+ 1] .

The following example shows the use of algebraic and differential resultants in differential elimination. Furthermore it shows

:S m + 1

a procedure for the elimination of differential variables by using

foralli=I, ... ,p.
l'

[fJ, ... , hm+l] .

By corollary 1 Qi is

a differential polynomial in X m+1, ... , Xm+I' with ord( Q'i)

If

or equal to 1 in X m+1 , ••• , X 2m +1 , that lies in the differential m-

algebraic and differential Grabner bases.

= 1, then there is only one generalized differential resultant

and its order is either less than or equal to m
If l' = m

+ 1,

+ 1.

EXAMPLE 8 n-strain model (Riccomagno and White (1997)]
Let h=Xj - 9j(X l , ... , X 2"-1, Yl," ., Yr,2,,-I, Zl, ... , Z,,)

then the generalized resultant Q' =Res(fm+l, ... ,
when j
25

= 1, ... , 2" - 1,
26

Ji=YJ - gj(X 1,
when j = 2",

, X 2"-I, Y1, ... , Y;,2"-1, ZI, ... , Zit)

, n2",-1

Ji=Zj - gj(Xj,
when j = n2",-1

+ 2'" -

nomials 0h, h,

1,

, X 2"-I, }Ii, ... , Y;,2"-1l Zll"" ZIt)

+ 2", ... , n2",-1 + 2'" + n -

If n=1 it is sufficient to take the algebraic resultant of the poly-

1,

of2, 12, 02h, oh, h in the polynomial ring R[Z, OZ, 02Z, {j3 Z][X, oX,
02Z, Y, oY, 02y], which is in R[Z, OZ, 02Z, 83 Z].

> 1, then let [':2"-'+2" =

L: j=",2"-' +2", ...,,,,2,,-1 +2"+,,-1 Ajgj , where

where gj are polynomials. It is possible to eliminate the variables

If n

XjS and Yjs. ord(Ji)=nj=1 for all j = 1, ... , n2,,-1 + 2'" -1, while

A j are arbitrary differential variables.

ord(jj)=nj =0 for all j = n2",-1+2"', ... , n2,,-1+2"'-I+n as differ-

Now it is possible to eliminate the variables XjS and Yjs from the

ential polynomial in R{Zll"" Z",}{X 1, ... , X 2"-I,}Ii, ... , Y;'2"-'}'

system {h = 0, ... ,f",2"-1+2"-1 = 0,1':2"-1+2" = O} by using the d-

So N =n2",-1

+ 2'" -

ifferential resultants and the generalized differential resultants. By

1.

above example the order of each generalized differential resultant
is either less than or equal to n2",-1

27
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+ 2" =N + 1.

{ Ji:

j = 1, ... , n2/1-l

+ 2/1 + n -

1 } is a differential Grabner

basis of the differential ideal I =[!J: j = 1, ... , n2/1-l

+ 2/1 + n -

1]

If not we take all derivatives of the g's in Goz,that are in S3,
and the corresponding ideal 103 and so on.

with respect to cr, but it is not in general a differential Grabner

If N is the upper bound given by Macaulay's differential resultant

basis of I with respect to

theory, then N

7.

+2

+ 1 =n2/1-1 + 2/1

is an upper bound for the order and

Let GOI be the Grabner basis of 1=101 as a nondifferential ideal in

N

Sl with respect to

The same procedure can be used if we take p instead of 7.

71.

If GOI contains a polynomial only in the

ZjS

is an upper bound for the number of steps.

we stop.
If not we take all derivatives of the g's in GOl,that are in Sz, and
the corresponding ideal 102 ,
Let G oz be the Grabner basis of I oz in Sz with respect to 72.
If G 02 contains a polynomial only in the

29

ZjS

we stop.

30

4

If Xl >0 ... >0 X rn , then the Wu-Ritt algorithm for the ex-

The Characteristic Set Method

tended characteristic set allows to find at most m

+1

new dif-

The characteristic set method can be used as an elimination theory.
ferential polynomials hj E R{Xj , ... , Xrn+,I'} \R{ X j +l , ..• ,Xrn +r },
It was introduced by Ritt in 1932 and it uses pseudodivisions and
j

=

1, ... , m, h rn + l E R{Xm + I ,

•.. ,

X n l+'l'}, that is an autoreduced

a ranking of the variables.
set [Kolchin (1973), Ritt (1950)].
Let R be a differential ring. Let

Ii

be a differential polynomial in

R{ Xl,

,XU" X rn +l , ... ,Xrn+,I'} of order nj and degree d j for each

j = 1,

,m +

8.

Ii

No bound is known on the number of derivatives of the fjs, that
are necessary for finding the hjs.

is in R[X1 , ... , XU,,"" 8"'jX1 , ... , 8""Xm +,I'],

which is a polynomial ring in (nj

+ 1) (m + r)

variables.

If m=l, 8=1, then an effective upper bound is given by n2 and

respectively nl, i.e. the extended characteristic set of {II, h} is in

In order to eliminate the differential variables Xl, ... ,Xm first we
R[X, ... , 8"'1+"2 X]

[*, (1996)].

have to fix a ranking 0 on the set {Xl, ... ,Xrn +r }, which is a total
Such bound is equal to the bound obtained by using the notion
order on the set
of differential resultant, based on the Macaulay's definition of the
{8"X{ j = 1, ... , m+r, n E No} compatible with the derivatives.

resultant of polynomials.
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This result can be extended to the general case m=1. It is
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We consider difFerential polynomial model
X'(t,p)
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Example:

=

=

=

f(x(t,p),u(t),p)
g(x(t,p),u(t),p)
xQ(p)

(1)

with x(t,p) E R n and y(t,p) E Rm, each component of f and of 9 a polynomial in the indicated variables. We assume that the parameter vector p belongs to an open set n c R i .

Taylor series problem The Taylor series approach for the structural identifiability of the
model (1) is based on the calculation of successive time derivatives of y(t,p) evaluated at
t = O. Successive derivatives are measurable
and contain information about the parameters
to be identified. The parameter vector p is
unidentifiable if the set of solutions is uncountable, is locally identifiable if the set of solutions
is finite, and is globally identifiable if there is
a unique solution.

A few upper bounds have been published:
X'

I

x'2
Y

PIX!
P3 X!

+ P2 x l x 2
+ P4 x I x2

Xl

XI(O)

1

X2(0)

0

The set of successive time derivatives:

2n - 1 for linear systems,
2 2n - 1 for bilinear systems,
q2n _ 1

-=-----q-l

for homogeneous polynomial systems.

y -1,

y' - PI,
Y /I - 2 PI2 - P2P3,
y(3) - 6PI - 6PIP2P3 - P3P4P2,
y( ) - 5p~p~ - 24Pi - 36PIP2P3
- 9PIP3P4P2 - P3P~P2,
4

y(5) - 120PI - 72PIP3P4P2 - 13PIP3P~P2
-78PIP~P~ - 240PIP2P3 - P3P~P2 - 17p~p~P4,

I Problem

I

Find a upper bound on the number of
successive derivatives of y( t, p) needed for the
identification analysis.

I

Solution

I

Use difFerential algebra.

A ranking of (Xl,"" Xn) is a total ordering of
the set of all derivatives x~j) such that

A set of differential polynomials A is called autoreduced if each element of A is reduced with
respect to all the others.

A is a characteristic set of E if E does not
contain any non-zero element reduced with respect to A.

The leader v of a differential polynomial f is
the largest derivative with respect to the ranking which appears in f.

An example:

+ P2 X I X2
P3 XY + P4 X I X2

x~

Let f and g be two differential polynomials and
let v d be the rank of f.

PIXY

x2

{

xl

Y

The set
I
2
I
2
xl - Plxl - P2 X I X2, x2 - P3 x I - P4 X I X 2

If no proper derivative of v appears in g then g
is partially reduced with respect to f .

I

I

I

I

PI,P2,P3,P4, Y - xl

is a characteristic set with respect to the ranking

If g is partially reduced with respect to f and
its degree in v is less than d then g is reduced
with respect to f

Y

Let I be the differential ideal generated by the
following differential polynomials:

< ... <

Xl

<

X2

< PI < P2 < P3 < P4 < ...

Let l(q, ... , em) be the ideal generated by
(eo)

Let L f be the generalized Lie-derivative operator with respect to f:

~.~

_

i~ ft OXi

~

+ i~ u

(i)

0

{AI(u, y),
, Am(u, y),
BI(U, y,p),
, Bz(u, y,p),
<71(U,y,P,x),
,<7n (u,y,p,x)}

ou(i-l)

of Ai.

and let Ko be the ring

K 0= R[u, u , ... , YI,···, YI

(em)

, ... , Ym,···, Ym

(3)

be a characteristic set of I with respect to the
ranking u « y « P < X and y~ei) the leader

(ed]
R[ u,u,I .. ·,Yl>··· 'YI(el) , ... ,Ym,··· ,Ym
,X,P

(q)

2

Theorem 1 Let

Given el>"" em, non-negative integers, let K
be the ring

I

( )

for i = 1, ... , m. Thus one obtains the set of
equations in the parameters whose solution set
is to be found out.

in R{u,x,y,p}.

Lf -

eO)

V(Yi - gi),""v ( Yi ' - L/gi ,

x'(t,p) - f(t,x,p,u), p', y(t,p) - g(t,x,p,u)

]

,p.

Let v be the morphism from K to Ko which
maps X to x(O) and leaves the other variables
fixed.

Let T be a characteristic set of l(el>"" em)
with respect to the ranking u << Y < < p, X
the set of ranks and Y the set of leaders ofT.
Then three situations can arise:

Example 1
i. If there exists an i such that the parameter
Pi is not a leader ofT, i.e. Pi ~ Y, then the
model is not structurally identifiable for any
p.

+ P2 x l x 2
P3 X?' + P4 x l x 2

x~ -

PIX?

x2

Xl

1

o
ii. If all parameters Pi are ranks ofT, i.e. Pi E
X, i = 1, ... , l, then the model is globally
structurally identifial)/e at p.

We know that el = 4. We compute a characteristic set with respect to the ranking
y

iii. If all parameters Pj are in Y, but Pi is not
in X, for some i, then the model is locally
structurally identifiable at Pi.

Theorem 2 For m = 1 the number of equations that need to be taken into consideration
for the Taylor series approach is n + l + 1, i.e.
it is sufficient to consider J(n
l).

< y' < y" < y(3) < y( 4)
< PI < P2 < P3 < P4

of the ideal J(4) generated by:

y - l,y' - PI,
"
Y - 2 PI2 - P2P3,
y(3) - 6PI - 6PIP2P3 - P3P4P2,
y( 4 ) - 5p~p~ - 24Pi - 36P?'P2P3
2

+

-9PIP3P4P2 - P3P4P2

Example 2 Now we consider the model of Figure 1

A characteristic set is
y -1,
(_y"

+ 2y'2)y(4) + 30J/'y,4 _

u(t)
12y,,2 y ,2 +

5y,,3 _ 16y,6 _ 3y(3)y"y'_ 6y(3)y,3

+ y(3)2,

Figure 1:

1

,
Y -PI,
-y" +P3P2

P2

+ 2y,2

and
(-y"

PI
P4+ X

•

+ 2y,2)P4 + y(3) + 6y,3 -

X'

=

6y"y'

As we do not find a polynomial with leader
P2, thus we conclude, by Theorem 1 that the
model is unidentifiable.

+ u(t)

The experiment considered is u = 0, x(O) = a.

x'(t,p)

The polynomial models don't cover the whole
range of models of real interest, e.g., models
where the coordinate function f are rational
functions have been discarded.

---=-P~IX
_ _ P2 X
P4+ X

y(t,p)

x(O,p)

r(x,p,u)
q(x,p,u)
g(x(t, p), u(t), p)

+

(_y(1)a 2 y(3) _ 2(y(I))4
2a(y(2))(y(I))2
2
+ a (y(2))2)ap2
a( _2y(2)(y(I))3

We introduce the new state variable
v(t,p) =

(

1

q X,P,U

+

)

+ 3a(y(2))2 y (1) _ (y(I))2 ay (3))

The state vector x = (x,v) satisfies a differential equation x = rex, P, u) where each component ri is a polynomial in the variables x, v,P, u.
Let

Xl

= X and

X2

= - - XI

_

x~ = -PIXIX2 - P2XI

x~ = PIXIX~
XI(O)
= a
{
X2(0)

Example 3 The non linear differential equations
I
Plx2
xl =
xl - P3 x I
PS+X2
I
Plx2
x2 = -P4
xl
PS +X2
XI(O) = a
X2(0) = b

= P3

v(y(i) - L}XI), i = 0, ... ,3

is composed by
y(O) _ a

+ 2a 2 y(2)(y(I))2)P3 _

a 2 (y(2))2
2
+ (y(I))a (y(3)) _ 2a(y(2))(y(I))2
2(y(I))4

+

X2 is the concentration of growth-limiting sub-

strate,

PIX2
is overall velocity of the reacPS +X2
tion, PI is the maximum velocity, P3 is the decay rate coefficient, P4 is the inverse of the
yield coefficient and PS is the Michaelis-Menten

constant. Both Xl and X2 are observed and
the identifiability analysis of the parameters
{PI,PS,P3,P4} is required. We introduce the
new state variable X3 =
becomes:

+ 4(y(1))8 + 4a 3 (y(2))3(y(I))
+ 12a2 (y(2))2(y(I))S
12ay(2)(y(I))7 _ 4a 3 (y(2))3(y(I))3 + 4(y(l)

The model is globally identifiable.

+ P2XIX~

A characteristic set of

(_2(y(I))4 a

+

_ 8ay(2)(y(I))6
+ a 4 (y(2))4)PI

1

P4+

((y(I))2 a 4(y(3))2 _ 2y(l)a4 y(3)(y(2))2
_ 4(y(l))3 a 3 y (3)y(2)
4(y(I))Sa 2 y(3)

describe microbial growth in a batch reactor
where Xl is the concentration of micro-organism~

We compute a characteristic set of the set
2
V(YI - Xl), v(yP) - LjXI), v(Yi ) - L1Xl),
V(Y2 - x2),

PI

= b
= P2

< P2

< y~2) <
< P3 < P4·

We find the following 6 differential polynomials
-YI +a
-Y2+ b

(a2b(y~2))2 _ 2aby~2)y~l)yil) _ a2(y~I))2y~2)
+ a(y~I))3y~1)

x~ = PIP4XIX2X~
Xl(O) = a
X2(0)
X3(0)

LjX2), v(y~2) - Llx2)

with respect to the ranking
2
l
YI < Y2 < yi ) < y~l) < yi )

1
. The system
PS +X2

X~ = PIXIX2X3 - P3XI
x~ = -PIP4xlx2x3

v(y~l) -

+ (y~I))2b(yil))2)PI

+ (y~I))3ay~2) _ (y~I))3(yP))2

aby~2)

+ ap2(y~I))2b _

a(y~I))2 _ y~l)by~l)

1

where P2 = - - . Only Xl and X2 are obPS +b
served and the parameter set is {Pb P2, P3, P4}.

a(y~I))2(ay~2) _ y~l)y~I))P3
+ a(y~I))2(y~2)yP) _ y~l)yi2))

(y~I)3(ayi2) _ (yi l )2)P4

+ (y~I)\ay~2) _

y~l)yP)

Then the model is globally identifiable.

By introducing the new state variable X3
1
- - - - the system becomes:
1
PSXI

+

Xl = -PIXI - P2 x l x 3
x;
x3

Example 4 The following equations correspond
to a two-compartmental system with the flow
from compartment 1 into compartment 2 MichaelisMenten saturative

PI

1

P2XIX3 - P3X2

= PIXIX~ - P2XIX~

XI(O)
X2(0)
X3(0)

= 1
= 0

= P4

where P2 =

1 . Only compartment 1 is ob1 +ps
served and the set of parameters is {PI,P2,P3,P4} .
A characteristic set of

P2

Model 2

=

•

2

P2

l/(yCi) - L}XI), i = 0, ... ,7

P3

gives a differential polynomial of degree 3 in
the parameter PI, one linear in the parameter
P2 and one linear in P4
(_yC2)+(yCI)2)P2+(yCI)3+2(yCI)2pI +yCI)pt
((yCI)3 + 2(yCI)2 pI + yCI)PI)P4
+ y(2)yCI) + y(2)PI _ (yCI)3 _ (yCI)2 pl .

We rewrite the system as:
None of the differential polynomials contains
the parameters P3. This completes the identification. The model is not identifiable.
Example 5 Let us consider

Model 3:

•

x3 -

-PIXIX3
XI(O) = a
X2(0) = 0
X3(0) = P4

where P2

PI

1

xl = -PI xl + P2 X2
X; = PIXI - P2 X 2 - P3X2X3
,_
2+ x x 2+

= -1

and X3

Ps

P2 2 3

=

1
PS

3

P3 x 2 X 3

.

Only com-

+ X2
the set of param-

partment 1 is observed and
eters is {PI,P2,P3,P4}. A characteristic set of

2
P2

1/ ( Y Ci)

PS

i
)
- L fXI,

t. --

0 , ... , 5

contains
yCI) + PIa

Xl

= -Plxl +

, _
x2 - Pixi -

XI(O)

= a

X2(0)

= 0

P2 x 2
P3 x 2

PS +X2

ay(2) + yCI)ap2 _ (yCI)2
- P2 x 2

yCI)a3( _(yCI)3 y C4) _ (yC2)3 y CI) + 2( y Cl)2 y C3)yl
_ yCI)a(yC3)2 + ay(2)yCl)yC4)P3
yCI)a 3 ( _4yCI)ayC3)(yC2)2
2(yCI)2 a (yC3):

+
+ 2a(yC2)4)

+

y(1)a 4 ( _2(y(1))4(y(3))2

+ 2a(y(1))2(y(3))2 y (2)

+ 4(y(1))3 y (3)(y(2))2 _ 4ay(1)y(3)(y(2))3
_ 2(y(1))2(y(2))4 + 2a(y(2))5)P4 +
y(1)a4(y(4)(y(1))3y(3) _ y(4)(y(1))2(y(2))2
_ 2(y(3))2 y (2)(y(1))2

+ 3y(3)(y(2))3 y (1)

+ y(1)a(y(3))3 _ a(y(3))2(y(2))2
_ y(1)ay(2)y(4)y(3) + a(y(2))3 y (4) _

(y(2»)5)

The model is globally identifiable.
Now we suppose that compartment 2 is observed.

It was possible to decide only local identifiability with this method.
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Polynomial Ito difrusion (X, Y):

BSD

dX

dY

• First-order or drift structure:

Drift

_Y
2

dt

• Second-order structure:
dX 2 =
( y4 _ 2 X y3

x 2 - 2) y 2 + (- 2 x 3 + 2 X) Y + 2 x 4 - 4 x 2 + 2) dt
dXdY= (_y4+ Xy 3+ (-X 2 +2) y2+ (X 3 -2X) y+X 2 -1)dt _
dy2 = (y4+ (x 2 _
+ dt

+ (3

2) y2 1)

Simple AXIOM computations, leading to vanishing normal forms.

v := [[coefficient(du*dv,dt) for du in [dX,dYJJ
for dv in [dX,dY]]
VO :- (determinant v)::POLY INT
Vi :- coefficient(drift d VO,dt)::POLY IN!
V2 :- coefficient((d VO)-2,dt): :POLY INT
H:= gcd(VO,gcd(Vl,V2))
normalForm(coefficient(drift d H,dt)::POLY INT,[H])
normalForm(coefficient((d H)-2,dt): :POLY INT, [H])
Hence H defines an invariant variety:
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